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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an examination of change and continuity in imperial conceptions of the
Roman-Byzantine identity between the years 867 – 1025 CE. This period of the Byzantine
Empire, a Roman relict state far outlasting the collapse of the Western Empire in 476,
encompasses most of the Macedonian dynasty (867 – 1056) and its associated renaissance.
Under this dynasty, the Empire regained territories lost to the Muslim powers and successfully
navigated religious and cultural recovery from Iconoclasm, a crippling theological dispute of the
previous century. Despite the considerable geopolitical and cultural successes of the long-lasting
Macedonian dynasty, extremely subtle but profoundly unsettling changes were occurring within
the European heartlands of the Empire in Thrace, Macedonia, the Balkans, and Hellas.
This thesis will address these changes. I argue that the conventional wisdom about the
successes of the Macedonian dynasty has overlooked a gradual shift in the idea of what it meant
to be a ‘true’ Roman in this period. Before the Macedonian dynasty, identification as ‘Roman’
had been restricted to those who were loyal to the imperial government in Constantinople,
expressed adherence to imperial Chalcedonian Christianity, and fluently spoke koine, or
common, Greek. Changes emerging in the 9th century, though, weakened the distinctiveness of
the latter two of these markers, which became less effective at ascribing what imperial elites in
Constantinople would consider the ‘true Roman’ identity, instead limiting this progressively
more ethnic identification to the inhabitants of the capital. As a result, the question of “what is a
Roman?” had begun to raise unsettling issues that the Macedonians could not satisfactorily
address. This thesis concludes by providing an interpretation of the consequences that this ethnic
sharpening had on later imperial history, thus relocating a generally recognized ethnic crisis
associated with Comnenian and Palaeologan-era events to the earlier Macedonian renaissance.
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Prologue:
Argument and Nature of Available Sources
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The question of precisely what constituted a ‘Roman’ takes the seeker into one of the
most convoluted cultural and ethnic identities in European history. Evolving out of simple
identification with an inhabitant of the city of Rome, the term expanded under the umbrella of
Roman citizenship by the time of Emperor Caracalla (r. 198 - 217 CE) to include all residents of
the Roman Empire, the geo-political center of the ‘West’ that at its apex under Trajan numbered
perhaps 88 million inhabitants. Despite the disappearance of imperial authority in the Western
Empire in 476 CE, the Eastern Roman Empire continued to see itself as legitimately Roman until
its dramatic end one thousand years later. Both the multi-ethnic Holy Roman Empire and the
Muscovite Russians, a Slavic people with no direct relation to the ancient Roman Empire, would
later symbolically refer to themselves as being the successors to the Romanness of the united
Roman Empire. During these centuries of change in the understanding of what it meant to be
Roman, the inhabitants of the Eternal City—Rome itself—continued to see themselves as
Romans. Such a disputed term means that the use of the word ‘Roman’ as an ethnic and cultural
identity marker is often difficult to define and must instead be examined contextually. We must,
therefore, give an account of a medieval incarnation of the Roman identity.
First, a note about terms. The most obvious omission of vocabulary from this thesis is the
term ‘Byzantine.’ Although this exclusion will strike the reader as odd in a discussion of the
Byzantines, there are several reasons for this decision. First, this word is almost entirely an
anachronism, being a 16th century German humanistic invention. Though the inhabitants of the
Eastern Roman Empire sporadically referred to the inhabitants of their capital, Constantinople, as
Byzantines, the Empire’s entire self-identity was formed around their being true Romans. Their
state was always referred to as the ‘Roman Empire’ even until its death in 1453, and they
themselves were referred to by their eventual Ottoman conquerors as the Rum. With this in mind,
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it would be illogical to frame an argument about Roman identity with misinformed terminology
of this identity. ‘Roman Empire,’ ‘Eastern Empire,’ and ‘Medieval Roman Empire’ are example
of replacements for ‘Byzantine Empire.’ When the use of ‘Byzantine’ does rarely occur, readers
should remember that it is synonymous with ‘Roman.’ Second, the term ‘ethnic’ will generally
be avoided. This word is most often associated with 19th century concepts of race and skin-color
which did not exist in the medieval world. Rather, the Greek use of ethnic (εθνικός) categorized
people, generally pejoratively, by language. In the few instances that this term is used, the reader
should recall its association with linguistic, not racial, distinctions.
This preliminary chapter serves two primary purposes. The first is posing several
questions of what exactly determined Roman identity during the Macedonian dynasty of the
Roman Empire. Who was a true Roman during this dynamic period? How and why did this
identity change by the peak of the Macedonian dynasty in 1025? What were the consequences of
this alteration? The second purpose of this chapter is to offer a brief overview of the
unfortunately scant contemporary sources available for researching subtler questions of selfidentity during this period of Roman history.
Scholars have commonly regarded the years between CE 867 and 1025 as one of the
most vibrant eras in Eastern Roman history. Massive territorial loss to the various Muslim
powers, in addition to a crippling theological dispute over Christian icons during the 8th and 9th
centuries, were both suddenly offset by the energetic and long-lasting Macedonian dynasty.
Founded in a bloody coup by Basil I in 867, the Macedonians were able not only to preserve the
Roman heartland but also managed to regain considerable territory both east and west of the
Empire by its peak in 1025. Despite the dynasty’s formidable geopolitical successes, extremely
subtle but profoundly unsettling changes were occurring within the traditional heartlands of the
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Empire in areas such as the Balkans and Thrace. The Macedonian emperors did not address these
problems, leading to fragmentation and disaster in the ensuing centuries.
While militarily successful, the achievements of the Macedonian dynasty were
undermined by a gradual shift in the idea of what it meant to be a ‘true’ Roman during this
period, which was increasingly limited only to the inhabitants of Constantinople and a few core
territories in western Anatolia, later coming to comprise a distinctive ethnic identity.1 Although a
few scholars have recognized this ‘sharpening’ of Roman ethnic identity, they have either
attributed it to increasing confrontation with Franks and Normans during the Comnenian dynasty
(r. 1081 - 1185) or they have focused on its 12th and 13th century ramifications. I argue instead
that much earlier, two trends intensified debates over Roman identity.2 First, developments
within the Empire’s European provinces caused secular imperial authorities to question the
religious integrity, and thus Roman identity, of these areas while the expansion of imperial
Christianity into Bulgaria, formerly a pagan state, in 864 spread a major religious and cultural
marker of Romanness which altered perceptions of the Roman identity for imperial clerics. In
other words, assimilating Bulgarians into the ‘Byzantine Commonwealth’3 resulted in a blurring
in the eyes of ecclesiastics of distinctions traditionally separating pagan barbarians and
provincial Romans because imperial Christianity had moved past the bounds of the Empire.
Second, significant changes were occurring within the Greek language itself, which was one of
the most important Roman markers. Koine Greek had been a major unifying language in the
1

Again, the word ‘ethnic’ (εθνικός) has a general meaning of a non-Greek speaking culture, unlike its modern racial
connotation. A working definition of ethnicity is the shared belief among members of a group that they possess a
sameness rooted in kinship, language, and history. This sameness is inherently defensive, increasing in strength
when contrasted with groups considered as different. See Gill Page 2008, 41.
2
Gill Page, Being Byzantine: Greek Identity before the Ottomans (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).
3
A bold term coined by Russian-born Dimitri Obolensky in his eponymous 1971 book, “The Byzantine
Commonwealth.” The phrase is indicative of the growing religious and economic ties between Constantinople and
the Slavic nations. My thesis disagrees with this work in recognizing that while the Slavs and Romans are indeed
growing closer economically, politically, and culturally, the core ‘essence’ of Romanness defensively retracted to
Constantinople due to the increasing closeness of the formerly pagan/barbarian Bulgarians to the Roman identity.
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eastern Mediterranean since the conquests of Alexander, but it was slowly giving way to a
popular form of demotic, or popular, Greek. These linguistic developments arose by at least the
beginning of the Macedonian dynasty, eventually leaving only Constantinopolitan scholars and
senior administrators in command of koine Greek. A noticeable ‘contraction’ of the pure Roman
identity into Constantinople resulted from these changes in the Greek language as well as the
perceived corruption and expansion of Greek-rite Chalcedonian Christianity. Ultimately, this
subtle trend of a contracting identity produced a capital isolated from events occurring outside its
immediate vicinity and left the increasingly irrelevant provinces independent of the once vital
imperial center.
The second purpose of this chapter, examining the available sources, confronts the
unfortunate reality that all genres of primary sources during the Macedonian dynasty are scarce.
Both what Anna Comnena called the “irresistible and ceaseless flow” of time as well as the
narrowly construed nature of this topic have resulted in a shallow pool of contemporary sources.4
This limitation is a surmountable obstacle, though. While archaeological evidence is useful in a
few capacities, Roman literary sources are far more useful for such an amorphous topic.
Fortunately, several authors from the Macedonian period and later are highly relevant, and there
is enough variety in these sources to provide insightful perspectives into transformations of the
Roman identity. Before jumping into the use of these sources, though, one must first survey them
in order to explain their individual origins, uses, and vagaries. This brief overview will not be
organized chronologically. The highly heterogeneous nature of these sources, in addition to
occasional questions of dating and originality, prevent this from being an effective organizational
method. Rather, this review will be divided by five genres. These genres are: Roman
4

Anna Comnena, The Alexiad of the Princess Anna Comnena. Trans. and ed. A. S. Dawes. (London: The Burleigh
Press, 1928), 2.
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histories/chronicles; hagiographies; ecclesiastical and diplomatic letters; foreign travelers’
writings; and finally, a miscellaneous section.

Histories and Chronicles
While the histories of the Roman Empire written by monks and scholars between the 9th
and 13th centuries provide the most obvious starting point for researching this period, these
chronicles are also among the least helpful. The best known historians of this period include John
Scylitzes, Niketas Choniates, Michael Attaleiates, Nicephorus Bryennius the Younger, Leo the
Deacon, George Kedrenos, Michael Psellus, Michael Choniates, John Zonaras, and finally, Anna
Comnena. From this group of scholars, only Michael Attaleiates, Michael Psellus, Michael
Choniates, and Anna Comnena are of use for understanding the topic at hand. Though reliable,
these historians generally focus single-mindedly on the political careers and personal lives of
specific emperors, which often border the panegyric. Their works are still of a general historical
interest, but they often “provide information rather than insight, facts rather than perceptions”
and thus shed little light on the subtler essences of the Roman identity.5 Additionally, these
scholars tend to ignore areas outside of Constantinople, including significant urban centers in the
provinces such as Thessalonike, Amorium, Bari, and Adrianople. Consequently, these accounts
drastically limit views both from and of these provincial centers.
The History of Michael Attaleiates (c. 1022- 1080) spans the last decades of the
Macedonian dynasty as well as the first few of the Comnenian or the events occurring between
CE 1034 and 1079. Due to the monk's focus on events outside of the capital, several aspects of

5

Alexander Kazhdan and Ann Wharton Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), XX.
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Kaldellis' English translation of The History are important to the topic at hand.6 For example, a
number of chapters describe the Roman Empire’s relationship with its recently annexed
Bulgarian province. Specifically, their military contingents within the imperial military are
referred to as being distinctly Bulgarian and are not simply classified as being a subset of the
Roman army, despite their recent annexation. In referring to these troops as Bulgarian instead of
Roman, Attaleiates shows that the Bulgarians had not attained identification as Roman, despite
full political integration with the empire and prevalent adherence to Orthodox Christianity, both
of which were significant parts of the Roman identity.7 Additionally, when Attaleiates mentions
the imperial provinces, they are generally described as being both neglected and populated by
barbarians, which is strong evidence for their growing ‘otherness.’ Attaleiates’ history, while not
of preeminent relevance to the topic, is useful in that its statements about divisions within the
army reflect sentiments about this continued otherness of the Bulgarians, despite their
theoretically increasing ‘Romanness.’ The monk’s remarks about the growing neglect of the
hinterlands in Thrace and the lower Balkans is also of interest.
Michael Psellus (c. 1017 - 1079) was a contemporary of Attaleiates and possibly his
mentor. A monk and courtier, Psellus’ Chronographia describes the reigns of Macedonian
emperors and empresses from Basil II to Michael VII Doukas.8 Psellus’ history is of interest
because of its far heavier autobiographical and biographical focus as opposed to the largely
political or military concentration of many of his peers. Often reading like a modern novel,
Psellus’ focus on personal drama and internal dynastic history leaves room for occasional
comments about subtle personal characteristics such as accents, dress, and stereotyping.
Additionally, views from Constantinopolitan elites about provincials appear at several points,
6

Michael Attaleiates, The History. Trans. and ed. A. Kaldellis. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2012).
J. M. Hussey, The Orthodox Church in the Byzantine Empire (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 100.
8
Michael Psellus, The Chronographia. Trans. and ed. E.R.A. Sewter (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953).
7
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offering an invaluable perspective into the capital/hinterland relationship. Though Psellus, in his
nearly sensational focus on intrigue and adultery, is by no means the most promising source for
the elucidation of Roman identity, it is a highly personal perspective which occasionally touches
on the biases of cultural elites and their disdain towards provincial Romans.
Michael Choniates, a cleric of the 12th century, wrote from a viewpoint later than the
Macedonian dynasty.9 Despite his later dates, this historian and archbishop of Athens provides a
fascinating interpretation of what he observed as the degeneration of Athens as well as the
people inhabiting it. Though commendably sympathetic to his congregation, Choniates is
particularly despondent about the popularity of demotic Greek as opposed to the dwindling koine
Greek still understood amongst the cultural elite of Constantinople. Along with providing the
perspective of an elite inhabitant of Constantinople about what many considered a backwater
town, Choniates’ comments about the ubiquity of demotic Greek amongst his flock make his
account important in understanding the widening gulf between the secondary regions of the
Empire and the increasingly isolated Constantinople.
Finally, the princess Anna Comnena (c. 1083 - 1153) is a final valuable historian
describing the impacts of ethnic transformations occurring during the Macedonian dynasty.
Though writing fairly late in the Middle Byzantine period, the late 12th century, Anna’s
comments are significant in tracing changes to the Roman identity. Despite the fact that her
chronicle focuses nearly singularly on the reign of her father, Emperor Alexius Comnenus, and
events occurring in Constantinople, Anna Comnena is nonetheless a valuable source for
understanding this period and the outbreak of ethnic-related problems which emerged during the
Macedonian period. Though the Roman historians as a whole are not particularly useful to
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Michael Choniates, Michael Akominatos von Chonä, Erzbischof von Athen. Nachrichten über Sein Leben und Seine
Schriften. Trans. and ed. Adolf Ellissen. (Göttingen: Druck und Verlag der Dieterischen Buchhandlung, 1846).
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examinations of cultural identity, these three chroniclers are useful for understanding the
widening divide between the capital and provinces occurring during the Macedonian dynasty. A
few more historians could be useful not for their historical narration, but rather in the language
and style of their works, though in general the highly political and military focus of most of these
historians limits their utility.

Hagiographies
The genre of hagiography (the lives of saints and holy figures) offers a promising, though
also somewhat limited avenue of research. The process of writing about a saint was one of the
earliest Christian literary styles to be incorporated into Bulgaria after its conversion around the
end of the 9th century. Thus, it is possible that several hagiographies traditionally considered to
be Greek products are, in fact, translations of an Old Church Slavonic original. The most useful
hagiographies are the Life of Constantine-Cyril (Vita Cyrilli) and the Life of Methodius (Vita
Methodii). The lives of these saints, the brothers Cyril and Methodius, are direct windows into
both the emerging Bulgarian Christian culture as well as the relationship between Romans and
Bulgarians and offer an unparalleled understanding of the changes occurring in the Balkans.10
Christianity’s expansion northwards subsequently brought the Bulgarians into the Greek
Christian sphere of influence, and in the process, the Empire encountered a completely
unprecedented situation: a legitimately eastern Chalcedonian polity refusing to recognize the
political suzerainty and the exclusive, divinely-appointed rule of the Emperor. With the arrival of
the eastern version of Chalcedonian Christianity also came the implantation of Christian culture
into the Slavic lands. This implantation of culture, going far beyond mere influence, manifested
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Marvin Kantor, Medieval Slavic Lives of Saints and Princes (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1983).
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in art, architecture, literature, philosophy, and even political theory.11 The entry of Greek
theological and philosophical loanwords into the Slavic vocabulary as well as the creation of
Cyrillic, a Greek-based alphabet, further blurred cultural distinctions between the two states.
These hagiographies support the argument that these mixed-barbarians—neither pagan Scythians
nor sophisticated Romans—blurred the lines between non-Constantinopolitan Roman provincials
and traditional barbarians.
The Vita Cyrilli and Vita Methodii, in addition to their roles in describing the background
of the Bulgarian conversion, are useful in describing the lives of the most important nonConstantinopolitan Romans of the 9th century. The brother-saints Cyril and Methodius were born
in Thessalonike as sons of a local commander and received their education in the Constantinople.
Renowned as both scholars and diplomats, Cyril and Methodius were tasked by Emperor
Michael III with converting the Moravian peoples in the mid-9th century. Though unsuccessful,
their disciples and Cyril’s innovative Glagolitic alphabet were crucial in converting the
Bulgarians several years later. Both hagiographies were written shortly after the death of their
respective subjects, and they were likely almost immediately translated from the original Greek
into Slavonic, highlighting the theological and scholarly connections binding the Romans and
Bulgarians after the latter's conversion. While the Vita Cyrilli focuses more heavily on miracles
than literal events, it also describes the process of the Bulgarians petitioning Emperor Michael III
for the introduction of the imperially-endorsed version of Christianity into their nation and
Michael’s responses. The Vita Cyrilli’s focus on portraying the Empire as not being an empire of
Romans, but rather of Christians, is especially significant. The Vita Methodii is noteworthy in
that it is more event-based than the Vita Cyrilli, and sections in it describe the amount of Slavic
11

This culminated in the Byzantine recognition of Symeon the Great of Bulgaria as Emperor of Bulgaria in 914. This
was completely unprecedented, as Roman political theory typically recognized the Emperor of Constantinople as
the only emperor on earth.
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influence in Thessalonike, even going so far as to state that virtually the entire city was bilingual.
Such bilingualism is powerful evidence in examining the degree to which the rest of the Empire
differed from Constantinople. While the capital harbored foreign merchants speaking their own
languages with Jews and Levantines translating into Greek, bilingualism amongst
Constantinopolitan Romans certainly remained rare. Both the Vita Cyrilli and the Vita Methodii
not only explain Cyril and Methodius’ importance in the Christianization of the Balkans, they are
also valuable in that they provide insight into the city of Thessalonike. Besides being the second
largest city in the Empire at this time, this metropolis was the main trade and administrative
center in dealing with the Bulgarians. Finally, Tachaios mentions in Cyril and Methodius of
Thessalonica the existence of several auxiliary contemporary Slavic texts which describe the
lasting cultural impact of Cyril and Methodius. Discovering the names and locations of these
sources has further potential for research in this area.12 Overall, the use of hagiographical sources
will be of limited use because of their focus on events occurring either before or in the first few
years of the Macedonian dynasty. Nonetheless, these well-known hagiographies will certainly be
at least superficially beneficial in that they describe the lives of figures important to the religious
aspect of my argument, though they also contain more relevant use in describing the ethnic
composition of Thessalonike, a bilingual metropolis in Macedonia and the second largest city in
the Empire.
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A. E. Tachaios, Cyril and Methodius of Thessalonika: The Acculturation of the Slavs (New York: St. Vladimirs
Seminary Press, 2001), 8.
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Ecclesiastical and Diplomatic Letters
The corpus of letters from both religious and secular authorities is a highly fruitful area of
research for several reasons. These letters from archbishops, patriarchs, emperors, and
ambassadors often convey sensitive information while also avoiding the pitfalls of Roman
historians, who tend towards propaganda, flattery, and stylistic excess. Despite advantages over
most histories, these epistles have their own difficulties. Letter writing was its own genre of
Byzantine literature with certain stylistic norms, such as being written in an archaized form of
Attic Greek complemented by flowery literary references. While such hackneyed allusions tend
to blur details within the letters, scholars have noted the letters’ difficulties correspond to the
education of the recipient. For example, letters exchanged between cultured friends were often
simpler than letters from a patriarch to a neighboring pagan ruler, who was intended to be awed
by the labyrinthine, archaized writing.
Some of the most well-known ecclesiastical epistles are the letters of Patriarch Photius I
between the years 864 and 866.13 Photius played a central role in an eponymous church schism
and was a brilliant diplomat who corresponded with the leader of Bulgaria and negotiated their
position in the Christian community. Photius’ letters were addressed to Prince Boris of Bulgaria,
who bargained with the patriarch for an independent church within the eastern rite.14
Additionally, Boris sought to lead a more Christian lifestyle and asked Photius for advice. The
Patriarch’s response is a brilliant blend of political realism and the moral obligations of a
Christian ruler within the ‘mirror for princes’ literary genre common in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance. Between the lines, Photius sheds light on the relationship between Romans and
13

Despina Stratoudaki White, Patriarch Photios of Constantinople: His Life, Scholarly Contributions, and
Correspondence together with a Translation of Fifty-Two of His Letters (Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox Press,
1981).
14
Despina Stratoudaki White and Joseph Berrigan, The Patriarch and the Prince: The Letter of Patriarch Photios of
Constantinople to Khan Boris of Bulgaria (Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1982).
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Christianized Bulgarians during the conversion of the latter and whether or not Photius actually
anticipated Boris’ people becoming culturally more Roman after conversion. Patriarch Photius
was easily one of the best positioned and educated men of the era, so his dealings with elite
Bulgarians are an important insight into their respective views of each other.
Additional relevant ecclesiastical letters are the correspondences of the famous
Archbishop Theophylact of Ohrid, who wrote from his post in Bulgaria to his superiors in
Constantinople in the late 11th century. An Euboan Greek by birth, Theophylact presents the
fascinating case of a well educated and respected Roman who lived and taught amongst the
Christianized and theoretically ‘Romanized’ Bulgarians. Despite the honor of his appointment,
Theophylact writes to Constantinople complaining of the barbaric habits of the Bulgarians,
continuously likening them to sheep and pigs. Interestingly, this animal motif is mirrored by
Michael Choniates’ writings amongst the Athenians. With Theophylact’s letters comes a better
understanding of what set the Bulgarians apart from their Roman counterparts and of the
seriousness of Theophylact’s fears of becoming a barbarian himself. By Theophylact’s time, the
Bulgarian theme15 had been annexed for at least seventy years, making it curious that the
Bulgarians were still so reviled amongst portions of the imperial elite.
The letters of Patriarch Nicholas Mysticus to Symeon of Bulgaria are especially useful
for examining relations between the two states. As leader of the regency council holding power
for young Constantine VII between 913 and 925, Mysticus’ negotiations with Tsar Symeon I of
Bulgaria are largely political in nature, thus his role as head of the council seems to have
superseded his religious authority. As de factor emperor, Nicholas Mysticus was central to
Roman diplomacy with the rapidly expanding Bulgarian Empire. Certain negotiations
15

The Roman theme (θέμα) was the main organization of territories in the Empire after the reign of Heraclius (r.
610-641). These areas were essentially military districts ruled under the joint military and civil powers of its
strategos, or military governor. See Ostrogorsky 1969.
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culminated in the agreement to marry Symeon’s daughter to Emperor Constantine, a major
breach of imperial tradition. Additionally, Mysticus officially recognized Symeon as the
legitimate emperor of Bulgaria in 913, later reaffirmed in 924. Such an event had never before
occurred; imperial policy recognized only the existence of Eastern and Western Roman
emperors, never before having recognized the legitimacy of a foreign imperial power. Metaphors
and imagery within Nicholas’ letters express the extent to which the Bulgarians had gained their
own legitimacy within the imperial political tradition, which enlarged the bounds of the Christian
world with the Bulgarian church and further blurred the lines between Bulgarians and Romans.
Other secular letters include the extant letters from Romanus Lecapenus to Tsar Symeon
of Bulgaria. Succeeding Mysticus as the regent both during and past the youth of Constantine
VII, Romanus was the senior emperor between 920 and 944. During this time, the Bulgarian
Empire under Tsar Symeon waxed to its greatest extent, severely endangering the continuation of
the Roman Empire. However, Symeon’s goals were always to become a Roman Emperor. It is
therefore useful to look at the interactions between a somewhat legitimate Emperor and his
Greek-educated Bulgarian counterpart. The figure of Symeon the Great (called half-Greek after
his education in Constantinople) blurred the lines between Roman and Bulgarian perhaps more
than ever in imperial history, so any information relevant to his life is enlightening.

Foreign Accounts
Constantinople was a city with ageless powers of moving visitors with its size and
majesty, and travelers have always provided a unique insight into the city merely as a result of
their unfamiliarity with it. Through the writings of this polychromatic blend of visitors—Italian
clerics, Syrian merchants, Scandinavian and Saxon warriors, Bulgarian students, and Frankish
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diplomats—the relationship between foreigners and Romans, as well as the ties between Roman
nobles and commoners, will be easier to understand. Though a broad category in that it includes
sources from any nation that had contact with the Empire, the writings of Liudprand of Cremona
provide a useful starting point. Liudprand was ambassador to Emperor Nicephorus Phocas II in
the 960s and always had something colorful to say about the imperial court and the workings of
the imperial authority and the emperor. Liudprand wrote definitively on the Roman education of
Symeon of Bulgaria in his comprehensive Antapodosis, which is enormously useful as a means
of understanding the life of the Bulgarian Emperor who was called a half-Greek by his
contemporaries in Constantinople.16 Symeon’s elite education gained him a lasting title which is
greatly revealing in its implications of what exactly separated the Romans and their Christian
Bulgarian neighbors. More information about the life and education of Symeon and his
complicated relationship with the Empire (including rumors that he was actually tutored by
Patriarch Photius I) is a promising area of further research.

Imperial Diplomatic Texts
Finally, the miscellaneous category of sources includes imperial manuals such as
Emperor Constantine VII’s famous duo of the De Administrando Imperio and the De Ceremoniis
and the Tactica of Emperor Leo VI. Additionally, an 11th century epic and several poems are
also included in this category. The writings of Emperor Constantine VII describe hierarchical
power-structures as well as relations with other nations and the proper court procedures in
dealing with foreign diplomats. Though imperial relations with foreigners are almost always a
fascinating topic, the Romans and the people to their immediate north generally had an
16
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especially antagonistic relationship. Constantine’s 10th century manuals, though, seem to indicate
that war with the Bulgarians was not expected due to their veneration of the Orthodox religion.17
The Tactica of Leo VI is a military manual written during the first years of the tenth century, and
is interesting in that it explicitly refuses to recommend which strategies are the most effective
against the Bulgarians. Rather, this manual reports that the Bulgarians are fellow Christians, and
that military preparation against them is unnecessary. Roman leaders tended to consider wars
against Christian Bulgarians as mere revolts, so the Tactica is beneficial in demonstrating a
specific example of expected Roman relations with Christian neighbors.
Another document of notable use is a rare Roman romantic folk saga dated either from
the 10th or 11th century called the Digenes Akritas, translated roughly as the “Twyborn
Borderer.”18 This popular tale features a rugged hero of Achillean proportions born to a Roman
mother and a Christian Saracen father. Over the course of the saga, the eponymous Digenes Basil
Akritas fights both Roman soldiers and Saracen bandits as he wins his bride and secures them a
home in the Roman theme of Cappadocia. Digenes Akritas’ role as something of an intermediary
between Romans and Saracens can be viewed as analogous to the mixed-barbarian ethnicity
appearing in the Balkans and Thrace. Further analysis in subsequent chapters of this romantic
tale will provide many examples of this group in the imperial frontiers, but it is enough to know
that this epic is a valuable view of how provincials saw themselves in relation to the rest of the
Roman Empire.
Finally, the Ptochoprodromos poems composed by Theodore Prodromos of the early-12th
century are written in the spreading demotic and also contain ideas of how common Romans
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viewed themselves and the cultural elite of Constantinople. Writings from Mt. Athos are also
beneficial. At this holy place, Romans, Serbs, and Bulgarians interacted with each other daily,
and if their accounts have survived, they might provide interesting insight as to Roman views of
different cultures and ethnicities in a religious environment and whether or not such non-Greek
speaking monks could possibly be considered Roman.
These five categories of primary sources will provide the basis for examining the
question of what exactly changed the Roman identity in the Macedonian period of the Roman
Empire and what replaced it. While elite Constantinopolitans continued to see mastery of koine
Greek as well a high amount of association with the capital itself as requirements to being
Roman, the provincial inhabitants were beginning to explore a new identity through the
development of demotic Greek and through affinity with foreigners. At the same time, Slavic and
pagan influences on imperial citizens caused secular authorities to view these subjects as less
Roman, while the Christianization of the Bulgarians brought the ecclesiastics of the Empire into
contact with a group of people who blurred the lines between outlying Romans and traditional
barbarians. Examining all of the sources relevant to this topic begins to show this evolving
dichotomy, and the next section will begin by exploring the definition of a Roman before these
shifts cause a reevaluation of this identity. After summarizing the relatively traditional Roman
identity, we turn to develop the argument that the Christianization of Bulgaria as well as the
spread of demotic Greek were instrumental in culturally and socially splitting the capital city and
provinces of the Eastern Empire. Finally, we offer an analysis of the impact of the divide in
effectively isolating Constantinople by the late 11th century and its consequences.
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Chapter 1:
“Hence Arises Harmony of Thought; but Alien Customs are Likely to Engender Enmities”:
Three Traditional Markers of Roman Identity19
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Unlike the condition of freeborn males in the Roman Empire after the reign of Caracalla,
when they were all granted complete citizenship, not every inhabitant of the later Christian
Empire qualified as true Romans. Rather, the Empire at the beginning of the Macedonian
dynasty contained several minority groups who were recognized as loyal Roman subjects as well
as those who were the majority group of fully acculturated Romans. These ‘pure’ Romans,
besides being loyal subjects, satisfied two additional cultural requirements, or ‘markers’, which
are recognized by scholars as having been the most important identifiers for becoming and
remaining fully recognized members of medieval Roman society. In short, a parallel identity
already existed by the late 9th century between alien subjects who, though politically loyal, did
not fulfill all criteria of Romanness and the socially superior pure Romans who, in addition to
being loyal subjects, satisfied additional criteria. These pillars of the Roman identity, beginning
with the loyalty to the absolute authority of the imperial office itself, also included: profession of
Chalcedonian imperial Christianity and fluency in the basic ‘street’ or koine Greek language of
the Hellenized Mediterranean. Scholars agree with this list, though some emphasize one aspect
more than the other. In fact, however, loyalty remained the most important marker while fluency
in koine outranked profession of Christianity in importance. Recognition of the imperial
authority had been established already as the solution to the crisis of the Principate and had long
been critical to the survival of the Empire. Mastery of Greek, while nearly equal in importance to
religious devotion, is of secondary importance with belief in the imperially-endorsed version of
Christianity being roughly tertiary. Though the succeeding two chapters of this paper will
explain the increasing obsolescence and degeneration of the latter two pillars of identity
(political loyalty remaining fairly stable, though fracturing by the late 11th century), the next step
of this analysis is to briefly describe these markers of identity as they would have appeared at the
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beginning of the Macedonian dynasty. This description will provide a foundation from which we
can observe the subtle changes occurring from the 9th through 11th centuries.

1. Loyalty to the Roman Imperial Authority
It would be safe to say that the Empire’s strongest link to the past was the ideal of the
Roman Empire’s universality under the absolute authority of a sole emperor surrounded by a
lavish court ceremony. Through these links to a cherished antiquity and the comfort of a shared
history came the most important component of Roman identity: belief in the Roman political
structure of Constantine’s time, centered in Constantinople. Although from the 3rd until the 6th
century, loyalty to the emperor and residence in the Empire had been the simplest ways to
differentiate between Romans and barbarians, factors such as the barbarization of the military,
the settling of foreign tribes within the Empire, and Justinian’s expansion into the western
Mediterranean brought many barbarian groups and heretical interpretations of Christianity into
the Empire, which necessitated the presence of cultural requirements for a more homogenous
Roman identity by the reign of Emperor Heraclius.20
Despite the loss of territories to the Persians and Muslims in the 7th and 8th centuries,
faith in the Roman “‘manifest destiny’ to rule the Christian world” had never faltered amongst its
populace.21 In fact, these losses only strengthened the Empire’s total centralization in
Constantinople, which became virtually the only city in the Empire capable of administering any
central, regional, or religious authority.22 This absolute centralization in Constantinople, in
addition to the complex Persian court ceremony emphasized since Diocletian’s reign, ultimately
20
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resulted in the famously intricate Constantinopolitan court culture which was believed to mirror
heavenly orderliness. Made famous by Emperor Constantine VII’s De Ceremoniis Aulae
Byzantinae, this court culture featured the divinely appointed emperor at the apex, with many
functionaries under him working to administer the complex machinery of the Roman state,
conducting foreign relations, and (naturally) scheming to improve their own positions.23
At the beginning of the Macedonian dynasty, imperial authority radiated out of this
complicated array of court titles, honors, gifts, processions, costumes, and religious rituals.24
Thousands of courtiers and nobles jostled for titles and salaries, and from the emperor’s palace
flowed all imperial power and prestige.25 Subjects at the lower levels of society had to negotiate
this bewildering system to be able to function as legitimate Roman citizens. Constantinopolitans
and Roman provincials alike believed in the uniqueness of the Roman state precisely because of
the divinely-ordained role of the Roman emperor. Citizens were acutely proud of their state, and
at least in theory, paying taxes, serving in the military, and obeying its laws were hallmarks of
this pride.26 Regional cities in the Empire were administered by officials with impressive
imperial titles, and the emperor asserted his authority by undertaking civic, reconstruction, and
fortification projects.27 Both “governor[s] sent from Byzantium” as well as local elites generally
filled administrative and ecclesiastical positions in the provinces.28 While simply living
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obediently in the Empire was considered fulfilment of this criterion, thus making all inhabitants
of the Empire baseline subjects or ‘political Romans,’ complete Romanness could only be
achieved with the addition of additional cultural markers.
Those who rejected Roman imperial authority had long been marked as the quintessential
and uncivilized ‘other’ or ‘barbarian.’ These outsiders could take any number of forms, though
administrators and scholars in Constantinople, in typically snobbish Roman ethnography,
generally saw no need to differentiate between the barbarians of the east and those of the west.29
Rather than believing in the sovereignty and universality of the Empire, these outsiders waged
war against the emperor, raided his lands, ruled independent kingdoms, and rejected the
Empire’s claim that the emperor ruled with divine favor. Despite the barbarians’ role as
archetypal outsiders, they occasionally lived within the bounds of the Empire, as demonstrated
by the Old Norse and Anglo-Saxon speaking Varangian Guard mercenary corps as well as the
settlement of Slavs in Hellas in the 7th century.30 Additionally, the role of the foreign mercenary
corps within the imperial palace was a bold reminder of the emperor’s wide-ranging influence.31
If they ascribed to the traditional political system, foreign elements were theoretically no longer
complete barbarians, though conversion to the imperially-endorsed and protected version of
Christianity and at least minimal Greek competence would determine whether or not they were
still called barbarians. Either within or beyond the Empire, groups and individuals were only able
to achieve any semblance of Romanness if they demonstrated first of all, loyalty to the authority
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of the imperial office. By their rejection of the political status quo, foreigners could easily be
written off as barbarians and non-Romans.32
The Roman rebel is an interesting exception to the necessity of political loyalty. It was
not uncommon—some might say disagreeably regular—for an ambitious noble to gather support
and proclaim himself the new Roman emperor and to wage civil war against the ruling dynasty.
These rebels and their supporters, despite rejecting the ruler in Constantinople, were still
classified as Romans. Though rebellion put them into conflict with the ruling figure, these
noblemen still upheld the legitimacy of the Roman imperial state, thus guaranteeing status as
Roman. A rebel’s success gained him the divine mandate and usually resulted in the deposed
emperor’s defamation as a sinful tyrant. Unlike ‘legitimate’ rebels, breakaway states such as the
kingdom formed around the Anatolian city of Tephrike were immediately classified as barbarian
because of their denial of the suzerainty of the government in Constantinople and thus the denial
of the first requisite quality of being a Roman.33
Fidelity to the imperial state was not the only requirement for true Roman citizenship as
it had been in pre-Christian times and late antiquity, but it was still considered the most
important condition for any sort of Roman identity. Through loyalty to the government in
Constantinople, inhabitants of the Empire gained baseline recognition as political Romans. But
with the addition of demonstrating Christian adherence and Greek fluency, imperial subjects of
different languages and other religious convictions could eventually become full Romans.
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2. Adherence to Imperial Christianity
The incontrovertible heart and soul of the Eastern Roman Empire and a pillar of its
identity for a thousand years was its adherence to the imperial version of Chalcedonian
Christianity.34 A summary of the Christian Church’s self-understanding between the imperial
state’s adoption of Christianity in 380 and the 9th century allows one the conclusion that most of
early ecclesiastical history centered upon agreements regarding the Trinity and the divine and
human ‘natures’ in the person of Christ. Several church-wide councils were called to settle
heretical developments in doctrine, and many modern Christian factions (Orthodox, Catholic,
Coptic, Nestorian, and Armenian) can trace their roots to acceptances or rejections of these
original seven councils. After its creation and identification at Chalcedon in 451, subsequent
councils were dependent upon the participation and agreement among the pentarchy—five
ancient cities of ecclesiastical importance with jurisdictions spanning the Christian world. These
ruling churches, led by their patriarchs, were those of Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria,
Antioch, and Jerusalem. By the 9th century, the patriarchs of Constantinople emphasized
traditional right-belief (‘Orthodox’ Christianity) in the church councils as well as the “ancient
tradition of the Church held by [early Christian] forefathers.”35 As part of the ‘Roman’ identity
claim, the liturgical rites of the imperial Church continued to be celebrated in koine Greek, and
this ‘rite’ increasingly clashed with the Latin rite of the ‘Patriarch of the West,’ the popes of
Rome.36
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In the political sphere, Christian writers gradually identified the emperor with biblical
kingship and eventually proclaimed that the emperor was God's viceroy on earth while the
Empire mirrored Heaven itself in a clockwork of divine orderliness (taxis, τάχης). It was not
uncommon for riots to explode over seemingly minor theological disputes, and the devotion (for
example) with which ordinary citizens defended their religious images during the Iconoclasm
period accentuates the importance of ‘right-belief’ in the Roman identity. It comes as no surprise
that ‘right believing/worshipping’ Christianity was an integral component of the medieval
Roman ‘self.’
Christianity in the Middle Ages was hardly a static entity. The 9th century has been
described as both an important and immensely complex period of Church history due to the
changes occurring both within and between the Greek and Roman rites.37 These two most
influential churches, and especially the relationship between them, changed drastically. These
growing tensions between the religious authorities of Constantinople and Rome worked to
strengthen both rites’ identities by developing mentalities of ‘us’ and ‘them.’ This, in
combination with developments within the imperial church, had served to strengthen the
importance of adherence to Constantinopolitan Christianity in the Roman identity.
Understanding the background of the religious component of the Roman identity makes it
easier to see the eventual divisions between Latins, Greeks, and Franks which in turn are
necessary for interpreting the tensions of the Macedonian period. The year 864 will be used as
the cutoff for this overview. Massive changes had been occurring for a century before, but in this
momentous year, Boris I of Bulgaria abolished paganism and adopted Christianity, beginning an
unprecedented period of mixed Roman-Bulgarian culture.
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Several heavily interrelated themes emerged to define this tumultuous period. Within the
Empire, the most critical issue was the lingering pang of Iconoclasm, a crippling theological and
civil dispute that emerged, disappeared, and re-emerged from 726 to 843. Iconoclasm, or iconbreaking, was the violent outbreak of theological debates over the role of images in worship;
while official Christian teaching rejected as idolatrous the actual worship of images or relics, the
unofficial use of icons as a focus of worship may well have been fairly common in some sectors
of the population and was feared to have acted as a continuation of neo-pagan ‘worship.’ Critics
claimed that since God as pure being could not be represented via created matter, religious
images even of Jesus were heretical since matter—artistic pigments, in this case—could only
portray God the Son as a mortal. On the other hand, monastics, the most eloquent ironically
living outside the bounds of the Empire, retorted that Christ was made “visible for our sakes
through flesh and blood,” and Christians were thus able to “paint the visible flesh of God.”38
Emperors and patriarchs as well as ordinary citizens and monks prayed before these icons, a
practice in the opinion of opponents that came dangerously close to the worship afforded only to
God (latreia, λατρεία).39 Additionally, icons provided a powerful supernatural defense for the
Empire. During times of siege, for example, a famous image of Mary (the Hodegetria,
Ὁδηγήτρια) would be paraded around the walls of Constantinople to protect and strengthen the
city walls. Despite the Empire’s long-standing tradition of Iconodulism (honor of icons),
common signs of divine displeasure in the 8th century such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
and other natural disasters caused a popular reassessment of the icon’s theological role, which
had especially been a point of contention amongst the Armenian Christians outside the Empire.
Iconoclast Emperor Leo III’s victories in defending Constantinople against Islamic attack
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ensured the initial support of the military and parts of the aristocratic elite under his
administration, and his son Constantine V further enforced the banning and destruction of the
cherished images.40 While the emperors of the Isaurian dynasty seem to have truly believed in
the policy, an attack against respected and wealthy Iconodule monastic institutions themselves
may have been a more ulterior goal.41
The rulers of this dynasty continued to uphold Iconoclasm throughout most of the 8th
century. The policy’s unpopularity among ordinary believers and the brutality of imperialmilitary enforcement, despite the support of Iconoclasm under a staged council at Hieria in
754—unattended by any of the patriarchs of the pentarchy—eventually lead to its denunciation
at the Second Council of Nicaea in 787 during the reigns of Constantine VI and Irene. After the
deaths of Constantine, Irene, and their reigning ministers by 814, though, Iconoclasm reemerged
again until 843, when under the leadership of the Empress Theodora, the Council of Nicaea was
upheld permanently, ending the controversy for good. 42
Despite the official resolution of Iconoclasm in 843, the lingering wounds of the
controversy would remain for several decades longer. Monks in the Empire, popularly seen as
the pinnacle of the Roman citizenry, had unanimously and persistently opposed Iconoclasm, and
they were persecuted brutally for their devotion, some fleeing for refuge to Rome. In the
aftermath of the conflict’s final resolution, monks led by Theodore of the Studion Monastery in
Constantinople demanded the excommunication of former Iconoclast clerics. Urban bishops and
nobles, who realized that such harsh policies would disrupt the fragile harmony so recently
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restored, refused to support such extreme policies.43 Theodore and his zealous followers were
excommunicated for their continued attempts at interference, but when the moderate Patriarch
Methodius died in 847, Emperor Michael III was pressured by his wife to appoint a wellconnected zealot monk, Ignatius, as patriarch.44 This appointment would soon have severe
consequences in the relationship between Rome and Constantinople in the form of the Photian
Schism.
Outside the bounds of the Empire and its internal politics, the 9th century became marked
by increasing distrust on the parts of the Patriarch of Constantinople and the Pope of Rome. The
collapse of patriarchal amity became manifest in the crowning of Charlemagne in 800, quarrels
over ecumenical jurisdiction in Italy and the Balkans, and the Photian Schism—itself the
culmination of this querulous century. Altogether, these events resulted in a “marked recession
of the concept of a universal Empire and a collapse of the powerful position Byzantium had held
in the West.”45
The crowning of Charlemagne as imperator romanorum, the Roman Emperor in the
West, was not an event limited to the growing closeness of the Frankish ruler and the papacy.
Rather, this development was also deeply rooted in the bonds that had once existed between
Rome and Constantinople. Imperial weaknesses in the 8th century had led to a loss of prestige in
Italy, where the authority of the emperors had previously rested upon the stabilizing power of the
exarchs, or imperial viceroys, in Ravenna. Emperor Constantine V, besides continuing the
Iconoclastic policies of his father, also possessed an astounding lack of interest in the precarious
provinces in Italy, which had been imperial holdings since the campaigns of Justinian two
centuries before. The 700s saw the expansion of the Lombard Kingdom which, coupled with
43
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Constantine's inaction, led to the loss of the Exarchate of Ravenna in 751, soon followed by all
imperial possessions in northern Italy.46 The papacy, realizing its weakness in the face of
Lombard aggression, sought help elsewhere. Looking north, Pope Stephen II personally affirmed
the coronation of King Pepin of the Franks and also named him Protector of the Church.
Responding quickly, Pepin defeated the Lombards and established Rome as an independent,
temporal power in 756, a donation reaffirmed by Charlemagne in 774.47
Appealing to the Franks was not merely an opportunistic plea for aid against the
Lombards. Rather, the Pope completely dissolved imperial authority in Italy by inviting the
Franks to succeed where the Empire had failed. While imperial control of Italy had ensured
direct power over the papacy, reliance on the Frankish military shifted Italian peninsular
allegiance from the Empire towards the new Western Christian power. This shift culminated in
the crowning of Charlemagne as the Emperor of the Romans on Christmas day, 800.
Charlemagne’s great successes had turned his holdings into the most influential Christian state in
Europe, allowing the pope to use Charlemagne as leverage against uncooperative
Constantinople.48 Additionally, since the Eastern ruler at this time was Empress Irene, the Pope
could further rationalize Charlemagne’s crowning by questioning the legality of a female
emperor since Salic law among the Franks did not allow for female succession to lands.
Regardless of the reason, the crowning of an Emperor in the West was a death blow to the
declining legitimacy of the Eastern Roman Empire’s authority in the western Mediterranean.
Though the Franks and Eastern Romans later came to something of an understanding, Rome’s
allegiance shifted permanently from the Emperor in the East towards the growing Occidental
powers, a development which foreshadowed further divides during the 9th century.
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The relationship between the Patriarch of Constantinople and the Pope of Rome also
worsened due to territorial disputes. The temporal influences of the pentarchal cities—Rome,
Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem—were divided into ecclesiastical provinces
which were taken quite seriously. The European authority of the Patriarch of Constantinople was
originally restricted to the area north of Constantinople (comparable to modern Turkey’s
holdings in Europe) while Hellas, the Balkan Peninsula, and Macedonia were under Rome’s
authority. During the Iconoclasm period, in the midst of accusations of heresy flying between
Rome and Constantinople, the Empire’s clerics seized Rome’s authority in Calabria, Sicily,
Eastern Illyricum, Dacia, Macedon, and Crete, an act which essentially constituted an annexation
of Rome’s spiritual authority in these regions.49 Though Constantinople’s ecclesiastical bounds
now corresponded to its actual territory, Rome nonetheless expected to have these regions
returned after the repudiation of Iconoclasm in 843.50 The patriarchs and emperors in
Constantinople were unwilling to hand back these regions, though, and the popes would nurture
their grudge for the rest of the 9th century.51
Finally, the relationship between Rome and Constantinople was brought to the breaking
point by the Photian Schism, a major dispute between Rome and Constantinople involving the
pope’s role in confirming patriarchal appointments. The pope’s privilege of confirming foreign
bishops’ appointments was largely customary in nature. Despite this traditionally ceremonial
practice (new patriarchs professing their faith in a written synodica to the pope), the questionable
election of Patriarch Photius in 858 was rejected by Pope Nicholas I. Photius, the most brilliant
scholar of his age, was raised from secular functionary of the Empire to Patriarch of
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Constantinople after the very political dismissal of his predecessor, Patriarch Ignatius. After his
removal, Ignatius and his monks appealed to Rome seeking the deposition of Photius and their
own reinstatements. Pope Nicholas, never passing up the opportunity to expand papal authority
and resenting Photius’ refusal to return the stolen patrimonies in Italy and the Balkans, sent two
legates to determine the legality of Photius’ election. Although the politically pressured (read
hapless) agents found Photius’ election legal, Pope Nicholas nonetheless called a synod in 863
which resulted in Rome excommunicating Photius and restoring Ignatius.52 Nicholas expected
that Ignatius, indebted for his restoration, would return Rome’s provinces in the Balkans, which
had become immensely valuable to both Rome and Constantinople due to Bulgaria’s growing
interest in Christianity. 53
Photius, not backing down from Nicholas’ challenge and seeking to reassert his
patriarchate’s independence, responded to the pope’s judgment with a firestorm. Fully backed by
Emperor Michael and his ministers, Photius rejected the synod and the claims of supremacy over
all the churches made by the Pope of Rome. He furthermore accused Nicholas himself of heresy
for teaching the filioque, an illegal Spanish and now Frankish addition to the immutable NiceneConstantinopolitan Creed. Photius’ own Constantinopolitan synod in the late 860s
excommunicated Pope Nicholas for his teachings as well as for reaching so deeply into
Constantinople’s affairs. News of his excommunication never reached Nicholas, who died in 867
shortly after the synod. Photius himself was deposed by the new emperor, Basil I, that same year,
and Ignatius was reinstated as patriarch. Though the Photian Schism did not continue past the
deaths of its protagonists, this event had been the most traumatic division between the Latin and
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Greek churches so far, and in many ways it can be seen as a culmination of the mounting
tensions between Rome and Constantinople in this period.
Events of the 9th century were parts of a larger theme in which the universality of the
Church of the Empire became fundamentally altered. The original ecclesiastical governance of
the Roman world was that of local bishops, gradually evolving into the more elaborate pentarchy
in which five autocephalous patriarchs held regional jurisdiction. As established by the Council
of Chalcedon in 451, these five apostolically founded patriarchates were Rome, Constantinople,
Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. Although the patriarchates had absolute authority in their
own territories, the Patriarchate (Papacy) of Rome was endowed with the highest honor, as it had
been founded by St. Peter with Christ’s blessing, according to Rome’s own understanding and
perhaps as well given its status as the old capital of the Empire. Moreover, Rome had acquired a
reputation for conservative orthodoxy by providing a solution in 451 to the tensions created by
Alexandrian and Antiochian theological factions, refusing imperial attempts to impose the notion
of monotheletism upon disputes over the relationship between the human and divine natures of
Christ, and more recently, condemning imperial Iconoclasm. The pentarchy had traditionally
resolved major disputes by responding to imperial summons of the bishops to ecumenical
councils. But all such councils had been held in the East. Worse still, by the 9th century
Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem “were condemned to impotence under the foreign yoke of
the Arabs” as they were no longer part of the Empire.54 Rome increasingly expanded its power
vis-à-vis Constantinople by questioning the apostolic foundations of the other sees. Due to the
fact that the churches of Antioch, Alexandria, and Rome could plausibly claim formal
establishment by Apostles, Rome denied the genuine apostolicity of the See of Constantinople
and in the case of Jerusalem, pointed out the lapse of a Christian community there after the city’s
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destruction by the Romans in 70 CE. Furthermore, because Rome’s petra-foundation (founded
by St. Peter) had long been more honored than Peter and Paul’s sojourns in Antioch, and since
Alexandria was thought to have been founded by St. Mark, Peter’s disciple, Antioch and
Alexandria, so Rome argued, derived their authority from Rome. Finally, due to the Arab
conquests and Alexandria’s Monophysite leanings, these cities were deemed heretical. While the
Popes of Rome began to see themselves as the only and supreme spiritual leaders of Christianity,
Constantinople continued to honor the pentarchy and to rely upon imperial authority to call and
to use ecumenical councils to resolve theological disputes.55
This century saw an unprecedented amount of tension and change between Christian
leaders in Rome and Constantinople, meaning that the question of ‘what is a Roman’ must
involve this fairly extensive look at contemporary Christian developments. The 9th century was a
time of ecclesiastical division, and through this widening east-west dichotomy came the
solidification of the meaning ‘right believing, right worshipping Christian’ as well as a growing
wariness of the Latin rite and Rome’s centralized and supreme role claimed for itself in the
pentarchy. The strains of Iconoclasm especially had solidified a feeling of kinship among
defenders of traditional Chalcedonian Christianity, which heightened the otherness of ambiguous
groups such as Jews and any groups of Christians who failed to subscribe to the decisions of all
seven ecumenical councils. Though Jews and heretics were still technically Roman citizens due
to loyalty, they could only become “the most high honoured citizens” by adherence to imperial
Christianity.56 It also became clear that imperial clerics, in their focus on a pan-Christian
identity, necessarily had to view Christianized Bulgaria differently than secular authorities, who
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singularly saw the developing Christian power with an acute sense of anxiety. Finally, by the 9h
century and beyond it became clear that Latin Christians especially could not be true Romans,
not only because of the extravagant claims of the bishop of Rome for universal authority, but
also because of their ‘barbaric’ Latin language as well.

3. Fluency in Koine Greek
One of the main forces holding together the distant peoples of the ancient Mediterranean
world since the time of Alexander the Great and that had also differentiated Romans from
barbarians was fluency in the Greek language. This marker constituted the third requirement for
a pure Roman identity. The ability to communicate in a commercial, simplified version of Greek
(koine) pre-dated the rise of Rome’s dominance among the peoples of the Mediterranean. While
Latin had eventually come to represent the original capital’s imperial order and security, Greek
remained the language of trade and daily life for ordinary citizens and mastery in written
commentary and eloquence that of education and sophistication throughout the Empire until the
beginning of the 5th century CE. Latin remained the official language of Roman law,
administration, and power and by the 5th century also supplanted koine Greek among ordinary
subjects of the Empire in the West in both secular and religious affairs. By contrast, in the
Eastern Roman Empire, Greek had always been the language of worship and trade, and
eventually replaced Latin as the official imperial language of law and administration in the year
620.57 The official change did not, however, result in Romans identifying themselves as
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‘Hellenes’ for that was a term reserved for pre-Christian pagans for much of the Empire’s
history, despite the term’s ancient use in identifying Greek speakers.58
Even after Heraclius’ official change to koine Greek, indigenous language groups
continued to exist on the fringes of the Empire, especially in Asia Minor. These native languages
were on the decline, though, and most are thought to have finally been replaced by Greek by the
early 7th century.59 This process was quickened by the masses of unfortunate Greek refugees
fleeing from the Arab Muslim invasions and their ultimately settling throughout Asia Minor. By
the beginning of the 8th century, then, the Empire was linguistically a fairly homogenous state.
The Hellenization of most ethnic minorities as well as the losses of linguistically diverse
territories to Islam resulted in a society that unanimously recognized the singular importance of
the Greek language in administrative, religious, and daily secular affairs.
The Empire’s Hellenistic homogeneity brings a significant historical irony to light—
before the foundation of Constantinople in the 4th century, the great Hellenistic cultural centers
had been located in old eastern cities such as Antioch, Alexandria, Seleucia, and Cyrene. The
movement of political power in the Eastern Empire to Constantinople, however, also caused a
vacuum, or general flow of Hellenistic culture from the old centers to the new capital of the
Roman Empire—essentially a brain drain of higher Greek culture. Thus, while the old cities in
the east had formerly been major centers of Hellenistic learning and culture, the foundation of
Constantinople and its own determination to claim a stronger Roman identity had inadvertently
caused these now eastern ‘provincials’ to lose the very high Greek language and culture that the
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new capital would, by the Middle Byzantine period, regard as one of the requirements of
Romanness throughout the Empire.60
Despite the successes of Hellenic culture, significant groups within the Empire were not
so easily brought under Greek hegemony. Armenian regions (though not necessarily Armenia
proper) represented the most significant linguistic and cultural minorities during the Middle
Byzantine period; a distinct brand of pre-Chalcedonian Christianity in addition to the retention of
the Armenian language resulted in the Armenians being denied the full Roman identity.
Notwithstanding occasionally being pinned as scapegoats in times of turmoil for their language
and heretical interpretation of Christianity, Armenians were considered politically Roman as
long as they remained under the dominion of Constantinople.61 Despite stubbornness in the face
of Hellenization, individual Armenians could fairly easily gain an ethnic Roman status by
learning the Greek language and adhering to Constantinopolitan Christianity, illustrating the
importance of these two factors in gaining a purer Roman identity.62 The Macedonian dynasty, in
point of fact, was originally of Armenian descent, not Macedonian, and the scions of this dynasty
prided themselves on their descent from royal Armenians of antiquity.63
Ancient koine Greek’s importance to the definition of ‘Roman’ is frequently attested to in
primary sources. Foreigners were instantly classified as barbarians if they did not understand
Greek, and even a provincial Greek or Latin accent resulted in ridicule for Roman subjects and
foreigners alike.64 On the other hand, foreigners capable of speaking educated Greek were
awarded respect and not a small amount of admiration, such as when Prince Alousianus of
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Bulgaria managed to escape house arrest in Constantinople by disguising himself and persuading
“him of the many eyes,” an imperial spymaster, “in a friendly way” that he was merely a
bystander.65 The man apparently did not realize that Greek was not the Bulgar’s first language,
and Psellus is forced to admire Alousianus’ flawless Greek education. While mastery of educated
forms of the Greek language was not the only ethnic component of the full Byzantine identity, it
was certainly one that could impress native Romans.66
By at least the beginning of the 9th century, traditional koine Greek, buttressed by a
writing style modeled on the Attic literature of Classical Greece, was an increasingly archaic and
“inherently elitist” language being replaced by demotic Greek at the popular and provincial
levels.67 This widening linguistic gulf between Constantinopolitans and provincials was fed by a
Constantinopolitan urban elite culture still dominated by an education “burdened with archaic
textbooks and a dead language.”68 While secondary and tertiary education in Constantinople
reinforced the spoken and literary use of higher koine Greek, schools in the provinces similarly
reinforced the spoken and literary use of the lower demotic Greek. This positive feedback loop of
education influencing linguistic norms, which in turn advised the educational system, resulted in
a marked diglossia in the Roman Empire by at least the beginning of the Macedonian dynasty,
the full causes and consequences of which can only be appreciated by first turning to the
religious and ethnic disturbances occurring in the Empire’s northern provinces as well as the
consequences of Slavic conversions to Chalcedonian Christianity in blurring the lines between
traditional barbarians and Romans.69
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The crises of the early and mid-9th century paled in comparison to a momentous event
that forever altered Christian history and which is considered one of the most significant events
in European history: the Christianization of the southern Slavs by Greek-speaking and trained
Christian missionaries. Emerging from the catastrophe of Iconoclasm and in the wake of
victories against the Muslims, the Roman Empire via the Patriarchate of Constantinople
possessed a spiritual and political vitality not seen in centuries. Spurred on by dynamic emperors
and a church no longer “languishing under the despotism of heretical emperors,” this newfound
energy initially targeted three peoples to the north: the Moravians, Bulgarians, and finally, the
Kievan Rus’.71 Though imperial efforts to convert the Moravians failed after the interference of
Bavarian Latin bishops undercut the Eastern mission and the Moravians were converted to the
Latin rite, the Kievan Rus’ and Bulgarians were successfully brought into the Roman Empire’s
spiritual fold.
The Rus’ first entered Christian history as a people “barbarous, nomadic, armed with
arrogance, unwatched, unchallenged, leaderless” who descended like a “thick, sudden hailstorm
of barbarians” on Constantinople in 860.72 Despite their dramatic and futile assault on the
imperial capital, the northern barbarians positively responded to the Roman missionaries’
subsequent proselytization. By 867, the Patriarch of Constantinople, Photius, confirmed to his
fellow patriarchs of the east that “even now [the Rus’] are abandoning their heathen faith and are
converting to Christianity, receiving from us bishops and pastors as well as all Christian
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customs.”73 Though the ultimate conversion of the Kievan Rus’ occurred in several additional
stages, the Christianization of the Kievan Rus’ was considered by Constantinopolitan officials to
be complete with the conversion of Prince Vladimir of Kiev in 988, an event which opened a
new chapter in Rus’-Byzantine relations.74
Another initial attempt at conversion—that of the Moravians, a people on the fringes of
the East Frankish kingdom to the north of the Balkans—played out far differently. Moravia’s
Prince Ratislav feared the encroachment of Latin Franks on his territory as well as the seemingly
likely Latin Christianization of the Bulgars to his south. To prevent encirclement he requested
Emperor Michael III to send missionaries, cleverly citing his people’s desire for “a teacher who
can explain to us in our language the true Christian faith.”75 Piety aside, spiritual ties with the
Roman Empire would have portended military assistance against Frankish incursions on the
Greater Moravian Kingdom. Constantinopolitan leaders of church and state jumped at the
opportunity to convert the Moravians. The conversion of the Moravians to imperial Christianity
would have expanded the power of the Patriarchate in Constantinople, and the Empire’s
ecclesiastical leaders saw the conversion of the Moravians as being within their exclusive
jurisdiction. Canon 28 of the Council of Chalcedon had rather vaguely granted the Patriarch of
Constantinople the sole right of conversion “of the Dioceses aforesaid as are among the
barbarians” outside the Empire.76 Of course, this is controversial in that Rome’s bishop never
ratified this specific canon. Despite the discussion surrounding Canon 28, it is sufficient to
recognize that both the patriarchs of Rome and Constantinople saw themselves as being entitled
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to ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the Moravians and later the Bulgarians. The Patriarch of
Constantinople began the Moravian mission in 862 with the dispatch of the Empire’s two
greatest scholars, administrators, and missionaries: the brothers Cyril and Methodius.77
The significance of the Moravian mission to Constantinopolitan leaders is highlighted by
the fact that Cyril and Methodius were allowed to teach Christianity in Moravia’s Slavonic
language, not the missionaries’ own Greek. There are several theories as to why the brothers
were allowed to teach in a non-liturgical language, the most likely (and practical) reason being
that it gave Greek missionaries a decisive advantage over the Latins. Pope Nicholas I, though
initially receptive of the mission, soon came to protest this generous allowance; the Roman See’s
own trilingual canons stated that God could only be worshipped in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew.78
Cyril countered, “It is better to speak five words which can be understood than ten thousand in a
foreign tongue.”79 Going even further, Cyril invented an alphabet for the illiterate Slavs to ease
conversion and to draw the Moravians into Constantinople’s sphere of influence. The brothers
soon translated excerpts from the Bible into this brilliantly complex Glagolitic script, and
through this act, the Roman Empire gave the Slavic peoples the gift of literacy and opened to
them the entire world of Greek philosophy, theology, and science.80
The mission to Moravia eventually ended in failure for the Roman Empire in that Greater
Moravia was converted to Latin Christianity after a new leader, Svatopluk, came into power.
Heavily lobbied by German bishops, Svatopluk and the new Pope Hadrian were disinclined to
continue permission of the Greek mission, leading them to expel the missionaries. Despite this
setback, Cyril and Methodius’ disciples brought the brothers’ work south to Bulgaria, where
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Greek Christianity grew spectacularly. Constantinople’s allowance of Slavonic and Glagolitic in
the liturgy convinced Khan Boris I of Bulgaria that accepting Greek missionaries would not
disrupt his own people’s cultural independence, and he thus opened communication with
Patriarch Photius.81 Boris, who “realized the need to organize [his] state on a firmer political and
religious foundation by adopting Christianity,” negotiated with Patriarch Photius to improve his
new church’s position in relation to Constantinople’s ecclesiastical hierarchy. 82 In this, Boris was
hugely successful as his church recognized Constantinople’s authority at the outset—and
developed sufficiently to become completely autocephalous in 918, reaffirmed by the
Constantinopolitan Patriarch in 927.83 In addition to winning the independence of the Bulgarian
Church, Boris and his sons managed to retain the Slavonic language and Cyrillic alphabet (which
had replaced Glagolitic by the 890s) as legitimate languages in which Slavic speakers were able
to worship God.84
The 9th and 10th centuries thus saw the conversion of the Rus’ and Bulgarians to Roman
imperial Christianity, the latter of which was an event unparalleled in imperial history. Since the
Bulgarian people’s appearance on the world stage in the 7th century, the Romans had
contemptuously derided them as barbarians, pagans, nomads, and Scythians.85 Like the hundreds
of barbarian tribes who had thrown themselves against the walls of Rome and Constantinople,
the Bulgarians were foreigners, non-Romans, and enemies to the Empire’s universal dominance
and the Church’s beliefs. Though the Rus’ were converted with more or less equal success by
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988, the proximity of Bulgaria to the Roman Empire as well as the influence of the Bulgarian
Empire on Roman history during the Middle Byzantine period makes the conversion of the
Bulgarians, not the Rus’, the most significant development that sheds light on the question of
Roman identity.
Since one of the primary markers of the Romanness in this period was public adherence
to imperially-endorsed Christianity and related “Christian customs,” it is logical that the Roman
identity itself felt the impact of several disturbances in northern imperial provinces—were these
citizens still capable of being imperial Christians?—as well as the virtual mass conversion of the
Bulgarians, which forced ecclesiastical authorities in the Empire to view these ‘foreigners’
necessarily differently than if they had remained pagans.86 The Roman identity, especially in this
period, was as much a negative construction of not being Western Latin, Pagan, Muslim, etc.—in
essence not a barbarian—as it was a positive construction—subjects to Constantinople, Greek
Christian, and Greek-speaking.87 This chapter advances the argument that a lessening of what
Constantinopolitans considered ‘Christian customs’ among the inhabitants of the imperial
provinces in Europe, especially those near the Bulgarian border, removed an important marker of
Roman identity from imperial subjects. In addition, the conversion of the southern Slavs to
Christianity in 864 spread what had once been an important and exclusive marker of Romanness
among barbarian subjects. These two processes resulted in first the disruption and then the
contraction of this identity to the area around Constantinople, likely—though impossible to
prove definitively—the lands most immediate to the Sea of Marmara near Constantinople and
extending deeper into the heart of Asia Minor. Shrinking immediate identification of what
counted as ‘Roman’ to this area would, by the period more often studied by scholars of the
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Roman identity in the 1100s, ultimately result in the creation of a concrete ethnic identity—the
‘pure Romans’ (καθαρoί ‘Ρωμαῖοι).88
We begin by looking at segments of leading Constantinopolitan society in the
Macedonian dynastic period and discussing senses of ‘self’ and ‘other’ in response to events
occurring in Europe. As group identity became established both through a sense of kinship as
well as opposition to alien groups, traditional assumptions of Romanness are increasingly tested
during this period as segments within this multi-ethnic Empire assert differing interpretations of
just who a real Roman was. The critical players in this process included imperial secular officials
and Christian ecclesiastical elites.89 These two groups, though the Empire’s upper-crust,
represented largely mutually exclusive directions in which the Roman identity was being pulled.

1. Secular Imperial Considerations of Christianity
Although capitals have always been considered more important than other cities in any
given polity, the Roman Empire after Antiquity took this typical focus to a new extreme. The
military crisis following the advent of Islam in the 7th century had established Constantinople as
a “government based on a marked disparity of power between the capital and the hinterland” as
all major administrative centers in the Empire were either literally lost to Persians, Arabs, and
Avar tribesmen or virtually lost to ruralization and an overall decline in Roman urban life.90
These losses were not permanent as urban areas eventually rejuvenated, coinage and trade
returned, and imperial Christianity and Greek were adopted by alien settlers, effectively re-
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Hellenizing most areas.91 Though major provincial centers were able to re-urbanize, many more
minor areas were not so fortunate, and they were instead converted to kastrum defensive
fortresses and frontier passes.92 Even after greater provincial centers expanded demographically
and economically from the 9th through 12th centuries, Constantinople’s sense of absolute
centrality never acquiesced to the emergence of regionalist sentiments in growing RomanEuropean cities such as Thessalonike, Athens, Larissa, Adrianople, and Philippopolis. Rather,
imperial policy became one in which provinces outside of the general area of the Sea of Marmara
were used as military buffers and tax farms for the imperial heartland.93 This accelerating trend
of maintaining imperial centrality in Constantinople was acerbated by religious problems and
cultural tensions in the Empire’s European themes and the conversion of the Bulgarians to
Christianity. These developments both put northern imperial territories’ religious purity into
question and weakened the ability of imperial Christianity to bestow on such subjects with the
full status of Romanness. These trends finally resulted in Constantinopolitan secular elites
(emperors, military governors, court officials, nobles, scholars) regarding these provinces as
being less distinctly Roman than their predecessors might have done than in the past.
Simple adherence to imperial Christianity had formerly been a vital source of unity
between provinces and capital. Now, though, these regions were increasingly unable to uphold
this marker. The demographic and religious changes and tensions in the provinces of Hellas/the
Peloponnese, the Balkans, and Thrace/Macedonia demonstrate that these regions were
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susceptible to influences viewed as negative by Constantinopolitan secular leaders.94 These nonRoman influences—the spread of pagan Slavic peoples and culture as well as the growing
presence of heretics and apostates—were to varying extents present in each of these provinces,
and these influences intensified a tendency in Constantinople of viewing these regions as nonRoman. Finally, the Christianization of Bulgaria in 864 caused a general feeling in elite imperial
circles of being ‘infiltrated’ by barbarians. This fear fed into a defensive reaction of further
contracting Roman identification to the area around the capital.
Despite Hellas’ and the Peloponnese’s’ history as the birthplaces of Greek culture and
language, massive waves of Slavic foreigners settled in these imperial provinces between the 7th
and 10th centuries with Hellenic culture sinking to an all-time low around the year 700. At the
time, imperial authorities resigned themselves to the ‘Slavization’ of Greece, likely hoping to use
the settlers as buffers against further barbarian invasions. More dynamic emperors even recolonized several hundred thousand Slavs to depopulated areas of Asia Minor.95 As the years
passed, though, it was clear that the survival of Hellenic culture in Greece was endangered. In
Patras, one of the largest cities in the Peloponnese, “the Slavenes who were set apart in the
metropolis have maintained like hostages the military governors and the imperial agents and all
the envoys sent from foreign nations, and they have their own waiters and cooks and servants of
all kinds who prepare foods for the table; and the metropolis interferes in none of these
matters.”96 Athens, Attica, Corinth, and the Aegean Isles fared better as the penetration of Slavic
culture was heaviest in the mountains and western areas of Greece and the Peloponnese, but the
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impact of these Slavic settlers was nonetheless severe in diminishing overall number of persons
loyal to the Empire and in turn necessarily diminished Greece’s ethnic purity in the eyes of
imperial officials in Constantinople.97
Besides the cultural danger brought by Slavic settlers in Hellas and the Peloponnese, the
religious integrity of original Roman subjects lingering in the Peloponnese also fell under
scrutiny by imperial authorities. Shocked officials discovered that old pagan Romans had
survived in the mountains of Greece until the 9th century. These Graeco-Roman pagans, a relict
of Rome’s ancient religion, included “the inhabitants of the city of Maïna . . . not of the race of
the aforesaid Slavs, but of the ancient Romans, and even to this day are called 'Hellenes' by the
local inhabitants, because in the very ancient times they were idolaters and worshippers of
images after the fashion of the ancient Hellenes” who managed to resist conversion until “the
reign of the glorious Basil” in the late 9th century.98 Not only were the Empire’s Greek provinces
flooded with non-Christian customs and settlers, but they were also subject to the haunting
influence of Greece’s pagan past. The continued existence of pagan groups, in addition to the
pagan Slavic settlers, fed into imperial prejudices about these territories being too comfortable
with ancient Greek polytheism and Slavic paganism. Additional concerns about the survival of
right-belief in these themes surfaced in the c. 914 letters of Patriarch Nicholas Mysticus to
bishops and monks in Greece, hinting at religious turmoil in these areas.99 Despite the
endangerment of Hellenic culture in the Empire’s Greek and Peloponnesian themes, these
regions were eventually won back into the Roman cultural sphere by the year 900, when “the
Slav language [in Greece] was almost everywhere extinct” as imperial authorities resolutely re-
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imposed authority on the culturally detached territories.100 Thus, though the Empire was able to
re-establish its dominant Hellenic culture in these provinces, it is clear that there were already
suspicions by the 10th century that the Empire’s Greek territories had come to be composed of
heavy foreign and non-Christian elements.101
More than any other imperial territories, the Balkan themes of Nicopolis, Dyrrhachium,
and Cephalonia were destabilized by waves of Slavic incursions, and their Roman identities were
heavily impacted by the Macedonian period. Scholars note the “occupation of virtually all the
Balkan peninsula by the Slavs” in addition to the 11th century arrivals of the Albanians and
Vlachs.102 In the 10th century, the Balkans were a region having been “previously possessed by
the Romani whom the emperor Diocletian translated from Rome and settled in Dalmatia.”103 The
Macedonian dynasty, though, saw the incursions of the “Croats, Serbs, Zachlumians,
Terbuniotes, Kanalites, Diocletians, and Rentanians” who completely wiped out imperial
authority from these regions prior to the Macedonian emperors.104 Even beyond having “rebelled
against the immemorial rule of the Romans, and [becoming] independent and sovereign, led only
by their own chieftains,” 10th century imperial records note that these regions “had fallen from
the same religion and had apostatized from the Holy Baptism,” having turned to Slavic paganism
in the wake of heavy settlement.105 A vital adherence to Constantinopolitan Christianity was
clearly in question, a danger also evident in the letters of Patriarch Nicholas I. Writing to a friend
in 906, Nicholas claimed that “the Metropolitan of Dyrrhachium who has come here, has—for
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whatever reason—seen fit to sever himself from the body of the Church,” likely having formed
ties with the Pope in Rome or, less likely, supporting heretical sects.106 Even after imperial
authority was restored in the 10th century, these Balkan themes were not viewed as Roman.
Though referred to as Roman subjects when loyal to the Empire, rampant apostasy, paganism,
and ties to Latin Christianity (to say nothing of the loss of the Greek language) had caused these
territories to lose the religious marker of Roman identification and thus any acknowledgement as
ethnic Romans. Though scholarship rightly holds that the specifics of the Photian Schism were
largely forgotten by Latin and Greek Christians after its resolution, it also caused
Constantinople’s Patriarchs to heighten antagonistic views towards the Papal See and any
imperial subjects following the Latin rite after the mutual enmity during the Schism.107
Thrace and Macedonia, as well, were places where imperial rule was increasingly only
nominal as both Christian Bulgarians and heretical Roman subjects intermingled and conspired
to challenge imperial dominance through revolt.108 Macedonia especially was heavily beset by
Slavic settlers between the 7th and 9th centuries, though the majority of southern Thrace had
avoided this influx. By the beginning of the Macedonian dynasty, these regions had already long
been areas in which Bulgarians and other Slavs had “received public lands in Macedonia, made
the Romans' interest their own, and [had] been their allies . . . ”109 Additionally, imperial officials
settled thousands of heretical Armenians and Syrians in Thrace to provide a buffer against
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Bulgaria.110 Ostensible allegiance to imperial authorities was not, of course, indicative of any
actual Hellenization. Though tribes were allowed to settle on imperial lands, these peoples were
not seen as ethnically or culturally Roman.
In late antiquity the cities north of Constantinople had been viewed as valuable
components of the Eastern Empire. Philippopolis in the heart of Thrace was described as having
been “the most famous town in Thrace” which “once [had been] a large and fine city.” In recent
years, though, officials reported that such northern cities had been “reduced to the condition in
which [Romans] found it during [Emperor Alexius’ reign].”111 In Macedonia and Thrace, cities
which had once been centers of Hellenic culture were in the 10th century places of bilingualism
with Slavic being as widespread as Greek.112 Despite the general re-Hellenization of Hellas and
the Peloponnese after the Slavs penetrated life there, Macedonian and Thracian Slavs were not
well integrated into the Empire. Especially when contrasted to previous trends of Hellenization,
the predominance of Slavic languages in major regional centers such as Thessalonike in the 10th
century demonstrates that adherence to previously hegemonic cultural norms was no longer
necessary in the Empire’s northern provinces. Rather, in regions where so many Slavs settled,
“the Slavs had no incentive to learn Greek.”113
In addition to the disappearance of Roman culture, inhabitants of Macedonia and Thrace
were heavily plagued by heresies in contrast to the new Bulgarian converts who had embraced
imperial Chalcedonian Christianity. These heresies—those of the dualistic-sect Paulicians and
Bogomils—made it evident that these imperial subjects were unable to uphold the Christian
imperial marker of Roman identity. Anna Comnena, writing considerably later in the 12th
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century, explained that “the chief of [Thrace’s] misfortunes was the residence of so many
heretics there. For the Armenians took possession of the city and the so-called Bogomils . . . and
even those most godless Paulicians, an offshoot of the Manichaean sect [dwelt there].”114 Anna
noted that the Bogomil and Paulician heretics—both heresies influenced by Manichaeanism in
Anatolia—had been settled in the vicinity of Philippopolis, the capital of the Thracian military
governorship, in the 10th century. Though imperial authorities had previously attempted to
dissipate the presence of disruptive Armenian heretics in Anatolia by resettling them in the
depopulated Thracian theme, this recolonization had drastic consequences for the religious
homogeneity of the region. This religious barbarization of the Empire’s northern provinces was
not a scattered pattern limited to a few inhabitants of these regions. Rather, “all the inhabitants of
Philippopolis were Manichaeans except a few, they tyrannized over the Christians there and
plundered their goods, caring little or naught for the envoys sent by the Emperor.”115 It is
especially important that Anna did not consider these heretics to be Christian in any way; in
language similar to how imperial sources describe Arab Muslims and, increasingly, the
supposedly Christian Franks, the Manichaean heretics were “very warlike and ever ready to spill
their enemies’ blood when opportunity offered, they were moreover audacious and insolent.”116
Indeed, in such language, they hardly seem better than the Scythian nomads inimically opposed
to Roman order. These Paulician and Bogomil heretics’ corrupting presence instead of adherence
to Chalcedonian Christianity meant that provinces once seen as Roman were no longer able to
exhibit one of the most important markers of Roman identification as both imperial,
Chalcedonian Christianity and related Christian customs were diluted in the northern themes.
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The Empire’s Grecian, Balkan-Epirean, and Thracian-Macedonian territories increasingly
fell under great cultural and religious pressures as Slavs, apostates, pagans, and heretics came to
constitute formidable demographic segments of these regions. Due to such influences, the only
regions retaining majority Greek-speaking elements and pure Roman religious doctrine and
practice in Europe before the Macedonian period were the Aegean coastlines and southern
Thrace near Constantinople.117 These religious and ethnic disturbances in the Empire’s European
provinces fed into Constantinopolitan convictions that these regions were becoming less Roman
in terms of adherence to true Christianity as well as ‘Christian customs’—which can be broadly
defined as what the Romans understood as familiar, civilized living. These trends fueled an
existing sense of the capital’s centrality, which grew accordingly as Constantinopolitans began to
see themselves as the only legitimate Romans. Besides weakening Hellenic culture and
allegiance to the government in Constantinople, the consequences of these developments became
manifest in how secular imperial officials began to see themselves as being surrounded by
barbarians. Perhaps with a touch of nostalgia, lay officials of the Macedonian period bemoaned
the amassing of barbarians both outside the imperial borders and inside them as Christianized
Bulgarians and semi-barbarians—Roman citizens possessing one or more barbarian
characteristics such as knowledge of foreign languages or adherence to a heretical sect—become
more and more prevalent within Roman territories.
These influences fed into the growing fears of Constantinopolitan imperial officials
which are evident in official language about Macedonian and Thracian subjects. In language
mirroring descriptions of foreigners, these subjects were “a folk who delight in arrogance and
insolent bearing, more accustomed to the buffoonery of townsmen than the simplicity of the
[Emperor’s military camp].” Macedonians in particular were described as being “crafty
117
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individuals, saying one thing and meaning another, only too willing to take up any ridiculous
project.”118 Imperial sources condemn these peoples as “reek[ing] of Macedonian arrogance” in
the strongest language about any imperial subjects that survives in the sources.119 Such
judgmental language about the Macedonians is mirrored by discussions of actual barbarian
foreigners, a pattern that highlights the degree to which Constantinopolitan elites had come to
see their own subjects as more barbarian than Roman. Latins were increasingly described in
equally condescending language as “very fond of money and quite accustomed to selling even
their dearest possessions for an obol”120 while Bulgarians, even after conversion, were “shifty
and dishonourable tribes of the north.”121 The Jews were “circumcised and remorseless.”122
Overall, the extent to which intensely pejorative language had come to be applied to imperial
subjects in Macedonia and Thrace shows that these subjects were likened to non-Romans such as
Latins, Franks, Bulgarians, and Jews. This pattern is highly indicative of a growing sentiment
among secular imperial officials in Constantinople that a contraction of imperial identity to the
capital city was already well advanced.
This perceived theme of encirclement or betrayal by barbarians—both within and without
the Empire—emerges in official accounts of military regiments in provincial themata and
imperial tagmata armies. Though imperial policy had always intended “to purge the Empire
completely of all the barbarians who encircle us and lay siege to our borders, both in the east and
in the west,” the Macedonian period saw the emergence the fear of internal barbarization as well
as of foreign barbarians.123 Though the state of Bulgaria was politically incorporated into the
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Empire after the campaigns of Emperors John Tzimiskes and Basil II, Bulgarians were never
named as Romans in the imperial armies. They were never Romans in adjectival use (Roman
soldiers) and they were certainly not ‘Roman’ as subjects. Well after Bulgaria’s integration as an
imperial province, Michael Attaleiates describes how Ouzoi tribesmen “crossed the Danube with
all their gear” where they “defeated the Bulgarians and the other soldiers who sought to block
their passage.”124 Withholding Roman identification from the Bulgarians—both as subjects and
(naturally) as pure Romans—had become routine by this period. Though at least nominal
subjects of the Emperor and devout Christians, their retention of the Slavic language kept them
from full integration into the Empire. Fairly regular Bulgarian revolts as well as the trouble with
which the Roman Empire had subdued their nation makes imperial hesitance to call the
Bulgarian citizens even ‘subjects’ or ‘citizens’ unsurprising. The Bulgarians were too culturally
and linguistically different for them to be considered even political Romans by elites in
Constantinople. Macedonians and Thracians were treated much the same way in military
accounts. Instead of being part of the Roman army, they are treated as distinct entities. One
muster notes that “Constantine Opus led the Guards, Antiochus the Macedonians, Alexander
Cabasilas the Thessalians, and Taticius, at the time ‘Primicerius,’ the Turks of Achrida . . . the
leaders of the Manichaeans, who totalled two thousand eight hundred, were Xantas and Culeon,
also of the same heresy.”125 Distinguishing Macedonians and Thessalians here is part of a larger
pattern of seeing these regional groups as being distinctly non-Roman and apparently in a
category similar to the Manichaean heretics and Bulgarians.
Civilian provincial Romans also suffered a decline in their identification as Roman.
Rather, they were now identified only by their region of origin. Due to both the heretical
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influences in these regions as well as increased trafficking with neighboring Bulgarians,
Macedonians and Thracians were viewed with suspicion by imperial officials, a characterization
evident in civilian as well as military accounts. Psellus is quick to point out the dangers of the
“Macedonian party” which was wont to support pretenders to the throne out of Adrianople.126
Even closer to home, the same author notes a “Macedonian colony living in the neighborhood of
the city” that was “very clever at hiding their thoughts, and absolutely loyal to the agreements
they had made among themselves . . .” The emperor, Psellus reports, “treated them with
complete indifference. As far as he was concerned, the lion had already been sacrificed and his
claws had been drawn.”127 Within the bounds of the Roman Empire, the Macedonians and
Thracians were more likely to be seen as foes than as fellow Roman countrymen.
Distinguishing regional groups was a common theme within Roman histories and is
indicative of perceived otherness. Procopius, a historian of the 6th century, had singled out
Illyrian regiments, not Macedonian or Hellenic ones, which do not appear in his writings. The
former’s regional identity was, at the time, seen as different enough from an ideal Roman
identity that their presence would be specifically noted while the latters’ identities were familiar
enough to allow their amalgamation within the larger Roman army. In contrast to Procopius, who
saw a great deal of cultural and linguistic homogeneity within the Roman armies (with the
exception of the noted Illyrians and also the Thracians, both of whom were associated with the
Goths128), historians after the Macedonian dynasty became far more likely to note specific
regional components of imperial themata and tagmata armies.129 Niketas Choniates, unlike
Procopius, identified heavily regionalized segments of the imperial armies and cities. Choniates
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was a historian of the late 12th and early 13th centuries, and though his writings lie beyond the
period of the Macedonian dynasty, they corroborate evidence that certain regional identities had
long been seen by Constantinopolitan writers as being distinct—and inferior.
By seeing Macedonian and Thracian subjects especially as closer to Bulgarians than to
the Roman elites in Constantinople, this elite class was voicing its fear of encirclement by
barbarians. With the Christianization of the Bulgarians and their subsequent legitimization in the
imperial system, elites now came to see their courts as being infiltrated by barbarians from
Bulgaria. Sources in the capital bemoaned that “today, the citizenship is open to all. No doubt
you would find not a few wearing civilized clothes, who formerly covered themselves in a
goat’s-hair cloak. Many of our government are, I am sure, ex-laves whom we bought from
barbarians, and our great offices of state are entrusted not to men of the stamp of Pericles, or
Themistocles, but to worthless scamps like Spartacus.”130 Individual emperors were still fairly
likely to bring aliens into the Constantinopolitan court. Some, such as Romanus Lecapenus,
brought barbarians into the court because he trusted them at least as much as he did the scheming
imperial nobles.131 This emperor, in particular, was disdained as a “common, illiterate fellow,
and not from among those who have been bred up in the palace, and have followed the Roman
national customs from the beginning.” His own Armenian heritage was likely to have shielded
Lecapenus from many cultural biases ingrained in native imperial elites, while those same
secular elites were increasingly uncomfortable with the Bulgarians brought into the sacred
imperial court.132
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Secular elites’ fears of barbarian encirclement and infiltration are plainly evident by the
middle of the 10th century when the Bulgarian Empire had become a significant Christian power
in its own right and imperial provinces bordering this state were becoming more independent and
less concerned about ties to Constantinople. Emperor Constantine VII’s historians compiled an
account of the life of the founder of the Macedonian dynasty, Basil I, which reveals clear
sentiments of fear about both provincials and Bulgarians. Many cosmopolitan imperial views
characterize this account, and it is one of the most valuable sources for interpreting the fears of
elites such as Constantine VII and his court historians.
The official account begins with Basil’s decision to move to Constantinople from
Adrianople because “he knows that big cities, especially [Constantinople] where the emperor
lived, were the only paths to honor . . . as opposed to slower and unimportant cities which were
as pale and insignificant as life on a farm.”133 Upon arrival in Constantinople, Basil I, due to
Armenian descent on his father’s side,134 needed to prove to Constantinopolitans that he was not
a semi-barbarian rustic. His sponsors in the Imperial City “recognized from his apparent manner
and the style of his clothes that he was not an average man of the lesser folk, but rather a
distinguished, cosmopolitan man.”135 Though it is difficult to gauge how imperial elites viewed
the commoners of Constantinople itself, it is clear that the officials greeting Basil I on his entry
into the capital were surprised that this Adrianopolitan was so well-dressed and cultured. Later in
the text, it becomes clear to Basil that the city had become wary of Bulgarians. One passage
relates how the future emperor, himself a newcomer in the imperial court, saw several Bulgarians
“who had made themselves comfortable in the Imperial City at this time” at a party in
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Constantinople’s Aula Palace. Constantine VII’s historians explain that these Bulgarians were
“already always such smug boasters” in the imperial palace, and that these foreigners in
particular bragged about their physical prowess. Basil, of course, bests these Bulgarians in a
wrestling match because “that would be the greatest shame for the Romans, and nobody would
be able to bear the Bulgarians’ continued boastfulness, if this man, without having been beaten in
wrestling, returned to Bulgaria.”136 Though an amusing episode in its own right, this scene
accentuates several underlying fears and assumptions of the Constantinopolitan elites. The
Bulgarians, who ruled a powerful Christian state, had become common in both the provinces
(especially Thessalonike, a bilingual city) and in the imperial capital. Those clinging to a Roman
identity, which was founded as much in opposition to foreigners as in appreciation of religious
and linguistic unities, could only see the advent of Bulgarian courtiers as a menace. Though the
language is mild, the Bulgarians’ ‘boasting’ is indicative of just how threatening these foreigners
were to imperial prestige, especially amidst fears that these barbarians would return triumphant
to Bulgaria with news of their athletic victories.
Bulgarian claims to the Roman imperial legitimacy had climaxed at the beginning of the
10th century, when Symeon the Great of Bulgaria attempted to usurp the role of emperor. His
goal was not simply to create his own Bulgarian Empire as a mirror image of the Roman Empire.
Rather, Symeon intended to become the Roman emperor in Constantinople, thus uniting the
Christians of both peoples under one state. Symeon, a Constantinopolitan-educated Bulgarian,
spoke fluent Greek. Liudprand of Cremona, a visiting Italian bishop, noted that Symeon was
named ‘Half-Greek’ by his contemporaries in Constantinople.137 Finally, even official imperial
accounts point out similarities between Symeon’s rule and the rule of actual Roman emperors.
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These accounts noted that Symeon’s own soldiers “acclaimed him emperor in the language of the
Romans” and after Symeon met with Emperor Lecapenus, related “that two eagles flew above
the two emperors as they conversed, came together screeching but immediately separated from
each other, the one going to the City, the other flying away towards Thrace.”138 Romanos
Lecapenus, the ruling (if illegitimate) Roman Emperor was represented by the
Constantinopolitan eagle while Symeon personified the eagle flying towards Thrace, the
direction in which his kingdom lay. Eagles had long been Roman symbols of imperial legitimacy
and appear in the biographies of emperors such as Basil I, who was visited several times on his
Adrianopolitan farm by a great eagle.139 Several years later, in a desperate plea for peace with
Symeon’s powerful Bulgarian state, Patriarch Nicholas Mysticus acceded to Bulgarian demands
and crowned Symeon the ‘Emperor of the Bulgarians.’ Though falling short of his Roman
imperial ambitions, Symeon’s rule and coronation as an emperor, an event unparalleled in
eastern imperial history, showed that this man, more than any other, bridged the gap between the
derided Bulgarians and true Romans. Through all of these events related to the life of Symeon
the Great, it was clear that the Roman Empire was—at least in Constantinople’s judgment—in
peril. The advent of this Bulgarian ruler with imperial ambitions that far exceeded the mere
appearance of Bulgarian courtiers in Constantinople can only have been a powerful blow to the
delicate self-image being defended in the imperial courts that felt themselves under siege.
Through these threats—both real and perceived—facing the Empire in the 9th through
11th centuries, the imperial elite in Constantinople saw an increasing need to restrict the
terminology of ‘Roman’ to the inhabitants of Constantinople, particularly the elites of the city.
As heresies and Slavic culture became more prevalent in Macedonia and Thrace, leading to a
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growth of regional identity, the secular elites in Constantinople increasingly disdained these
peoples and saw them as less than Roman. Similarly, as the Bulgarians gained their own form of
imperial legitimacy within the Christian Roman sphere during Symeon’s reign, the elites in
Constantinople could only react with trepidation to what they saw as a general barbarian
infiltration. This fear of infiltration, in addition to the weakening Christian purity in the
provinces, resulted in the Constantinopolitan secular elites restricting Roman identity to
themselves and showing an acute reluctance to call any provincials ‘Roman.’

2. Ecclesiastical Considerations of Christianity
The leaders of the Roman Empire did not possess a unanimous view about the Christian
component of the Roman identity and its devolution in the Macedonian period. Rather, the
officials and leading authorities of the Empire were split between secular and sacred leadership.
While the secular elite was composed of imperial officials, nobles, scholars, and emperors, the
sacred leaders, headed by the Patriarch of Constantinople, included metropolitans, bishops,
priests, deacons, and some monastics. This latter leadership group was pulling the Roman
identity in a very different direction than its counterpart. Although making a sharp distinction
between church and state would be dangerously misleading in describing or analyzing a culture
that still talked of the ‘symphonia’ between Church and Empire, this distinction is vital to
differentiate the views of these two groups that adopted diametrically opposed views of ‘true’
Christianity during the Macedonian dynasty. The secular elite, threatened by the perceived
religious and cultural ‘barbarization’ of its provinces as well as the increasing legitimization and
infiltration of Bulgarians, reacted by contracting Roman identification to the inhabitants of the
regions most immediate to Constantinople. This would, by the late 12th century, lead to the
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creation of a concrete Roman ethnic identity—the pure Romans, καθαρoί ‘Ρωμαῖοι.
Ecclesiastical elites during the Macedonian period, on the other hand, promoted a different
identity altogether—the race of Christians, the Χριστιανῶν γένος.
Mentions of this provocative term, ‘the race of Christians,’ amounted to far more than
idealistic appeals to the often theoretical unity binding every Christian. Rather, the existence of
the claim for such a pan-Christian race can be seen as the emergence of one of the Christian
Roman Empire’s most subtle, interesting paradoxes. In the eyes of imperials, the Roman state
itself was an exceptional construction, having passed through nearly two millennia of brutal
crucibles to emerge as a powerful empire in the 10th century. No other kingdom could match the
prestige and legitimacy of the Roman Empire, and its capital was the center of the civilized
world. While barbarians might be Christianized and integrated into the Empire, the Macedonian
dynasty represented a time when a shrinking number of imperial subjects were thought to qualify
for being true Romans, since true Romans needed to possess traits that publicly distinguished
them from barbarians. Contradicting Roman exceptionalism was the concept of Christian
universality; the linguistic and political divisions between different peoples were inconsequential
as long as all participants were adherents of a united Christian doctrinal front. All races were
accepted into Heaven through proper belief. In essence, from the perspective of those who called
upon the more universal perspective of the former Pharisee Saul of Tarsus, there was “neither
Jew nor Greek, male nor female.”140 As a consequence, there was nothing particularly special
about the Roman people or their state in the eyes of God.
This dichotomy between Roman exceptionalism and Christian universality had, during
the preceding centuries, remained relatively unimportant or at least the tension between them had
been managed. As the Constantinopolitan Church emerged from Iconoclasm in the middle of the
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9th century, though, the patriarchs were faced with the need to reassert the role of their church in
the face of secular imperial interference. Additionally, the conversion of the Bulgarians to
Chalcedonian imperial Christianity in 864 created a situation in which the jurisdiction of the
Church exceeded the bounds of the Roman Empire. With the Patriarch of Constantinople now
overseeing congregations of Christians in parts of the Roman Empire and Bulgaria—two distinct
states (at least for the majority of the Macedonian period) with opposing political interests—the
need for a breakdown of traditional Roman and Bulgarian ‘races’ was evident to leaders of the
ecclesiastical elite.
This call for a breakdown in races is most evident when reading the letters of Patriarch
Nicholas Mysticus of Constantinople. Mysticus is interesting for several reasons, the greatest of
which is that he was de facto eastern emperor during the youth of Emperor Constantine VII,
whose age necessitated the formation of a regency council. Heading this council from 912 until
923, when Admiral Romanus Lecapenus displaced Mysticus, the Patriarch’s main function was
dealing with Symeon of Bulgaria. Symeon’s Christian kingdom had expanded immensely at the
beginning of the 10th century at Roman expense.141 The tone of Nicholas’ letters to Symeon
betrays what can only be described as utter dismay as to why this Prince, “called [by God] into
the brightness of His glory and united to the Romans, as in faith, so too in love,” would engage
in “fatal rebellion” against their Christian brothers.142 Ambitious Symeon, of course, was not
swayed by the gentle words of the Patriarch of Constantinople despite the latter’s spiritual
authority. Though rebuffed, the Patriarch continued to send dozens of letters over the years,
purporting to have “written for the sake of the common advantage of Romans and Bulgarians”143
and seeking to end the “common sufferings, through which the common race of Romans and
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Bulgarians is destroying itself.”144 This reference to a common race is a theme absolutely unique
to the ecclesiastical—as opposed to the secular—leadership in the Roman Empire. It is also
repeated throughout the letters of Nicholas as he pleads for unity amongst “[the] Peculiar People,
of His Inheritance—I mean, of the Race of Christians, both Bulgarian and Roman.”145 The use of
the word ‘race’ is significant in that it is not merely a rhetorical device. Rather, the Greek word
‘genous, γένους’ accurately reflects terminology used to differentiate between peoples of entirely
different kinship and linguistic culture, or what would have been understood as ‘races.’ One
might speak of the genous of the Romans and of the Bulgarians as well as that of the Franks and
the Syrians. Nicholas’ letters show that the church leadership in Constantinople undertook a new
examination of the ties of unity between Romans and Bulgarians. Where in the past, differences
in religion—i.e. pagan versus Christian—had allowed these two different peoples to be seen as
absolutely distinct, the new bonds of the imperial Chalcedonian Christian-rite had, in the eyes of
the Christian elite, broken down traditional barriers and created this “joint race of co-believers,”
sentiments which were not shared by the secular elite in Constantinople.146 It must be added that
the ecclesiastical elite were not interested in promoting the abolition of the Roman identity; the
letters of Nicholas continue to make scattered references to “both races” as well as the “race of
the Bulgarians” and the “Roman race.”147 Especially when contrasted to Nicholas’ letters with
Islamic leaders and clerics, though, which make many references to divided races, the letters of
Nicholas show that the distinction between Roman and Bulgarian races is of no particular
significance when judged against the standard of a shared religious identity.148 This diminishing
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of ‘race,’ defined on linguistic, cultural, or political grounds in the mind of the Christian elite,
should be replaced by a united Christian race.
A final note about the letters of Nicholas is the interesting way in which he views the
comparative legitimacy of both the Romans and the Bulgarians. Nicholas repeatedly asserts that
the Patriarchate in Constantinople must offer “no less care for the salvation of the Bulgarians and
for [their] honor than for the Romans and for those appointed under God to govern their
Empire.”149 Statements such as these reveal Nicholas’ and the Constantinopolitan Patriarchate’s
growing role as an impartial mediator in Greek Christian disputes involving a group beyond the
bounds of the Empire, especially by disassociating himself from the Empire by relegating its
governance to the emperors and not the church—‘their empire.’ Rather than upholding the
exceptional Roman identity, Nicholas instead must care for Christians in both empires. This role
as neutral mediator is also mirrored in Nicholas’ language about Christian hierarchy. While
secular imperial officials would, of course, refer to Bulgarians as the Romans’ spiritual children,
the office of the patriarch saw the matter differently. Instead of viewing Bulgarians as
subordinate to Romans (both spiritually and politically), Nicholas repeats that both Roman and
Bulgarian are brothers in Christ. The Patriarch pleads Symeon to make peace with “our Christloving Emperor—your beloved brother,” and this theme of brotherhood—not fatherhood, which
implies subservience—is repeated throughout the letters.150 The paternal relationship, by
contrast, is not limited to that between the Patriarch and Symeon. Rather, the emperor of
Constantinople is himself referred to as the ‘Son’ of Nicholas.151 Of course, Christian leaders
were traditionally viewed as spiritual fathers. In this context, though, the Roman secular elite’s
professed position as the Bulgarians’ spiritual fathers is contrasted by the position of the
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Constantinopolitan Patriarch, who saw both peoples as being brothers in Christ. They were
spiritual equals and both were subject to the paternal care of the Patriarch of Constantinople. The
letters of Nicholas I, more than any other primary source, show the Constantinopolitan Church’s
intense effort of trying to maintain pan-Christian political unity, which came at the cost of
rejecting the exceptionality of the Roman identity.
Nor was this dialogue of the Christian race limited to Constantinopolitan theologians, so
isolated from events in the provinces. It is also reflected in hagiographical texts from the
provinces as well as from those within the Bulgarian Empire. In the wake of Cyril and
Methodius’ deaths near the end of the 9th century, Christian scholars in the Bulgarian Empire
composed the lives of these saints to chronicle their memories and miracles. The texts for both
saints reveal a reluctance to use the term ‘Roman’ at all, instead referring to the Roman Emperor
as the “Christian Emperor,” which is also evident in provincial accounts from Thessalonike.152
The hagiographer takes a step further when St. Cyril is asked: “why does the Roman Empire still
retain its dominion?” Cyril answers, according to the text, “It does not retain it, for it is gone just
as the others . . . now our kingdom is not Roman but Christ’s.”153 This avoidance of naming any
one race as ‘Roman’ reflects the evidence that Christianity was not able to be used as a
successful marker of Roman identity in a provincial or politicized sense. Instead of seeing
provincials as heretics and the Orthodox Bulgarians as enemies, as the secular officials had, the
ecclesiastical elite insisted on Christianity as a marker of a global, much broader Christian
identity that could not be confined within the boundaries of the Roman Empire.
There is no doubt that in the wake of Iconoclasm, during which the Patriarchate of
Constantinople came under intense pressures from the emperors to support iconoclastic policies,
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the patriarchs needed to re-assert the independence of their holy office. This opportunity arrived
with the conversion of the Bulgarians in 864, which effectively split considerations of imperial
identity between the Roman secular and ecclesiastical elite. The traditional Roman identity had,
first of all, depended upon public adherence to imperially-endorsed Chalcedonian Christianity
which allowed social elites to separate the Roman Empire’s wheat from chaff. ‘Others’ such as
Armenians, Pagans, Muslims, and heretics—eventually including schismatic Latins—were
denied full social Romanness. On the other hand, confessing the faith of the imperial Church and
ascribing to ‘Christian customs,’ or living in a typical Greek-speaking Christian culture, had
once allowed Roman society within and beyond the capital to maintain unity across a massive,
often fluctuating Empire. During the Macedonian period, though, this Christian marker of
identity was not as useful a mechanism for properly ascribing a particularly Roman identity to
peoples on the northern bounds of the Empire, especially in the eyes of secular elites in
Constantinople. Heretical and non-Hellenic influences caused the imperial themes in Hellas,
Epirus, Macedonia, and Thrace to be seen by Constantinopolitan elites as distinctly less Roman
than in previous centuries, with emphases on Macedonia and Thrace. Additionally, the
conversion of the Bulgarians to Chalcedonian Christianity as it was practiced in the Empire
resulted in secular elites seeing themselves as ‘infiltrated’ by Bulgarians and under threat. This
perceived threat of barbarian encirclement and infiltration caused a marked feeling of
defensiveness to emerge in these elites. These two influences—heretical, heavily Slavic
provinces and the increasing role and legitimacy of Bulgarian Christians—resulted in a
‘shrinking’ of identification as Roman to Constantinople and its most immediate surroundings.
On the other hand, ecclesiastical elites caused a weakening in the Roman identity as they
increasingly disassociated themselves from identification as Romans by promoting a Christian
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identity in an attempt to consolidate jurisdiction as the “government of our commonwealth” of
the equally ‘right believing, right worshipping’ Roman and Bulgarian Empires, the latter of
which was generally not under the Empire’s authority.154
Resulting from this veritable mess of identity was the inability of Greek-rite Christianity
to continue to ascribe Romanness to peoples outside of Constantinople. While it was still
necessary to be a true Roman, geographical considerations were increasingly taken into account
in the eyes of imperial elites in Constantinople. Roman subjects living in European provinces,
especially Macedonia and Thrace, were too often associated with Bogomil or Paulician heretical
sects to be seen as pure Romans, despite their general loyalty to the Empire and continued
command of Greek. The defensive reactions against Bulgarian Christians in Constantinople and
northern provincials demonstrates that these officials effectively contracted Roman identity to
Constantinople as religion was no longer able to guarantee ties between capital and province.
The ecclesiastical leaders, on the other hand, worked towards superseding Roman ethnic
superiority with pan-Christian spiritual equality. As religion was no longer able to prove to
imperials in Constantinople the ethnic purity of the provincials, other factors, such as the Greek
language, were needed to maintain ties between the heavily disassociated capital and European
provinces. In actual fact, however, this third important marker of identity proved even less
capable of being deployed as a mechanism to continue to maintain ties between Constantinople
and its European provinces.
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Chapter 3 :
“Renowned for All Things That Make a City Famous”: The Weakening of Greek as a Marker of
Roman Identity155
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The development of the Greek language during the medieval period is not well
understood by scholars. It is so poorly documented that historians view this phase as one of the
most obscure parts of this language’s famously long history; as one writer wryly noted, “The
history of the Greek language in the Byzantine period—from the sixth to the fifteenth century—
is still to be written.”156 That is not to say, though, that nothing is known of the written forms of
medieval Greek, about which a fair amount of scholarship exists. The enigmatic spoken form of
Greek, on the other hand, remains virtually undocumented before and during the Macedonian
period and is the primary focus of this chapter. In contrast to dearth of knowledge about the daily
language of the medieval Roman Empire was its unequalled role in imperial society during the
Macedonian period. This role, even more significant than public adherence to imperial
Christianity, made a common form of the Greek language a strong force binding distant imperial
provinces to the capital during the centuries after the fall of the Western Empire.
Ironically, the beginning of the Macedonian period is also the point in history that the
linguistic ‘Romanness’ of the entire Eastern Roman Empire came under criticism by the papacy.
Just as the elites in Constantinople would come to doubt the Roman identity of imperial
provincials due to deviation from a linguistic ideal, the popes had come to criticize the Greek
language of their rivals in the Eastern Empire. In a particularly nasty exchange between Pope
Nicholas and Emperor Michael III, Michael had the audacity to deride Latin as a language
Scythian and barbarous. Nicholas retorted by asking, “Now, if you call Latin a barbarian tongue
because you do not understand it, consider how ridiculous it is to call yourself emperor of the
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Romans and not to know the Roman tongue?”157 Of course, Nicholas made a great point. The
heavy influence of Hellenic culture on the Roman Empire aside, Latin had long been the state’s
official language while Greek remained unofficial all the way into the mid-7th century. Ironically,
then, by the late-9th century, the very koine Greek which the capital elites valued as a key to
Roman identity was also a barrier to the same identity, at least in the mind of the Roman papacy.
Despite Rome’s differing interpretation of the Roman identity, the importance of the
Greek language in maintaining the relationship between Constantinopolitan elites and Roman
provincials meant that its weakening ability during the Macedonian period to sustain these bonds
was predictive of social divides which the Macedonian emperors could not mend. As the study of
the spoken Greek language in the Macedonian period is “hidden from us by the conservatism of
writing,” briefly describing the known trends in the literary language by the beginning of this
period might allow us to better see any developments in spoken Greek.158 These subtle trends
within spoken Greek, tied in with growing feelings of regionalism, were responsible in large part
for growing divides between capital and provinces.
Students of the Greek language during the medieval period must immediately come to
terms with the strict divide between written and spoken forms of the language. Though koine (or
common) comprised a uniform spoken version of Greek since Hellenistic times with
autochthonous languages such as Phrygian, Cappadocian, and Isaurian dying out by the 7th
century, the primary written form of Greek remained completely static before and during the
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Macedonian dynasty.159 Rejecting the fluidity and dynamism natural to written and spoken
languages, scholars in the medieval Empire wrote with the sole attempt of nostalgically returning
to the Attic Greek of Greece’s cherished past—the ancient styles of Aeschylus, Thucydides, and
Plato which had died out with the growth of koine. The return of these authors to a macaronic,
fossilized classical Greek was even more pronounced in periods of great imperial stress such as
the expansion of Islam and later the removal of the Empire’s capital to Nicaea after the Fourth
Crusade. Though this ever-present Atticizing trend was an attempt at honoring Greece’s literary
heyday, it was, in fact, a constructed language. Consisting of a blend between Attic vocabulary
and medieval grammar, this Atticizing register was a regression to an imagined past, not a
language used in anything but the majority of capital-endorsed poetry and prose.160 So removed
was this written language form the spoken language of the Empire that the Atticizing trends in
Greek medieval literature were noted to have “produced a certain deadness, as learning and
literature became the close preserve of trained scholars rather than a field open to all comers”
while “a crabby obscurity was admired and writers forgot . . . that it is not enough for a writer to
be learned and clever (σοφός); he must be clear (σαφής) as well.”161
The written language of the medieval period also included official-register koine Greek.
While closer to the spoken language of everyday life, this was a predominantly technical
language used in diplomatic manuals, medical treatises, and official proclamations. In its
dissemination to wider audiences than the elitist literature, official koine was certainly more
accessible to commoners in the Empire, though it was not likely spoken in any but the most
bureaucratic niches of the Empire. It did, however, roughly reflect the spoken language of
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Constantinople and the imperial court, which was a fairly educated form of koine Greek. Though
not identical, official koine and spoken koine were likely the closest that speaking and writing
came before the 12th century. Finally, the demotic (popular) Greek language emerging by the
Macedonian period did not appear in writing until the latter half of the 12th century.162 Until this
point, “the popular culture of the countryside was systematically excluded from [the Empire’s]
written records at all stages, with very few exceptions . . . the culture of the countryside had to be
accepted and written down at the highest levels before there was any chance of it being preserved
in a peripheral, rural form.”163 After this point, it became more acceptable for educated and
popular authors to write spoken koine and the emerging demotic language in the Empire,
examples of which can be seen in the Digenes Akritas epic and the crudely humorous
Ptochoprodromos poems. Until the 1150s, though, the written literature of the Byzantine Empire
was not the same as its spoken languages in virtually all segments of society, which makes it
understandably difficult to trace the early developments of spoken demotic Greek.164
So the question that has stumped scholars remains: if neither poetry nor prose can be used
to study the spoken languages of the Macedonian period, how can scholars determine what forms
of Greek these Eastern Romans spoke? Although the answer to this puzzle lies beyond the scope
of this thesis, studying the primary sources of the Macedonian period does reveal hints at the
answer. These are the unusual interplays between ‘cruder’ provincial forms of the Greek
language, later termed demotic, or Modern Greek, and growing senses of regionalism in the
European provinces of the Empire. The association between language and regional
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consciousness is a key reason the linguistic bond which had united Constantinople and its
provinces weakened during this period.
Though spoken Greek in the Macedonian period is poorly documented, a basic timeline
of developments in the spoken language can be conjectured based on primary sources and
modern scholarship. After Alexander’s conquests in the 4th century BCE, koine Greek had
emerged as the dominant language in the eastern Mediterranean. Despite official use of Latin
during the rule of the united Roman Empire, Greek never discontinued use as the language of
society and education in the Eastern Empire.165 By the 7th century, Latin had officially ceased to
be used in any capacity in Byzantium, and koine Greek remained the main spoken language,
though Atticizing writing had been a scholarly register since the 1st century BCE and was meant
to hearken back to the golden age of Greek literature.166 Though it was not meant to be a spoken
language, it is likely that the highest and most well-educated echelons of Eastern Roman society,
the Constantinopolitan courts, spoke in a macaronic blend of koine Greek and Atticizing
elements, though this was doubtless spoken nowhere else and not to the extent that contemporary
literature would indicate.167 Within the rest of the Empire’s koine Greek speakers, though,
changes were beginning to appear by as early as the 9th century.
These changes were the rise of demotic Greek, or what can accurately be termed the
emergence of Modern Greek. Beginning at the provincial levels, the rise and spread of demotic
Greek throughout much of the Empire was met with disdain by Constantinopolitan elites, who
continued to see the spoken koine language, buttressed by elitist Atticizing elements, as a
significant hallmark of being an ethnic Roman during the Macedonian dynasty. Citizens at the
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provincial levels, driven by evolution and development natural to spoken languages, could not
maintain this idealized spoken form of Greek, especially after the provincialization of the Empire
during the reign of Heraclius in the 7th century with the creation of the theme system. This new
administrative system effectively divided the Empire into military governorships defended by
landed militia, or themata armies. While beneficial for defending the furthest reaches of the
Empire without needing to rely on standing armies, or tagmata, the theme system’s relatively
decentralized nature, combined with the fact that the ideal spoken form of koine could only be
learned in Constantinople, meant that the widening of a linguistic divide between capital and
provinces was noticeably accelerated before and during the Macedonian dynasty.168 To
understand the impacts of this divide, gradually worsening to the point of diglossia, the issues of
linguistic disdain and increasing regionalization will be explored separately. Uniformity of
language was undoubtedly more important for the elite of Constantinople, who tended to
associate their language with an idealized past. From the provincial perspective, associated
trends towards regionalization in the provinces by the 9th century were more important than
maintaining the language of the capital. Beginning to see urban centers such as Thessalonike and
Athens as important irrespective of Constantinople’s perennial centrality in the Empire, citizens
in these provincials cities eventually came to deny the Roman identity, which naturally had
massive impacts on the continuity of this identity in European centers of imperial power.

1. From the Inside Out: Linguistic Disdain Towards Provincials
The Macedonian dynasty saw the expansion of imperial power into the Balkans and, with
Bulgaria’s assimilation and the reconquest of Crete, effectively secured the territories of
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Macedonia, Hellas, and Thrace as bastions of the Empire’s authority in Europe. Cities such as
Thessalonike, Athens, and Adrianopolis, which had rarely been safe in the face of Slavic
aggression and Muslim piracy, finally began to reconsolidate and prosper under their military
governors. Despite the re-imposition of imperial authority in these regions, elites in
Constantinople were increasingly hesitant to view these subjects as Romans. The last chapter of
this thesis described ways that this disdain was engendered due to religious, especially heretical,
and general ‘non-Christian’ cultural influences in these regions. During this period, though,
intense criticism also emerged due to provincialized demotic taking hold, leading to a gap
between the Constantinopolitan koine ideal and provincial realities. Though nearly impossible to
trace the development of demotic through the language of literature—it was, after all, not written
down—the language of one writer in particular points to an educational situation in the provinces
which can be used to make inferences about the development of demotic Greek.
John Kaminiates, an eminent Thessalonian cleric of the 10th century, exemplifies
perfectly that without education in the capital city, it was impossible to write and, most likely, to
speak in the high forms expected by Constantinople.169 Despite his ecclesiastical importance and
descent from an influential church family, Kaminiates is noted to have written not in an
Atticizing Hochsprache, but rather “in general a rather undistinguished Koine” and that in his
writings “there are spasmodic signs of classicism.”170 Though this observation is virtually the
only instance in which the language of writing itself points towards lack of education in the
provinces—due, in large part, to the fact that few writings even emerge from the provinces—
observations of Kaminiates’ writing style demonstrate that this cleric attempted to write in a
Constantinopolitan style but was unable to successfully do so. In other words, while the need to
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emulate classical styles exists in provincial elite circles, the lack of educational opportunities in
these areas meant that rare literary works emerging from provincial areas could not compete with
the complexity of the educated and elitist Constantinopolitan literature.
The writings of Kaminiates, from a language of literature point of view, show that
educational opportunities within the provinces could not teach Atticizing Greek to match styles
popular in Constantinople. This observation also suggests that schools in the provinces were ill
equipped—or simply unwilling—to stave off movement towards a popular, provincial form of
demotic Greek. While in Constantinople, efforts were made “to keep the language spoken at the
imperial Court and in official circles at least very much nearer to the classical norm than the
Greek of the streets and of the market-place,” these efforts could not be matched in provincial
cities. Though young noblemen in the provinces who were unusually well associated with
Constantinople—saints Cyril and Methodius, for example, whose father served in the Roman
military—were able to procure education in the capital, the more indigenous elites were seldom
so fortunate.171 Amongst both provincial elites and commoners, “no efforts [could] keep a
spoken language entirely stable. Beneath the language of the written tradition the conversational
idiom of everyday life was continually developing fresh forms, and perhaps all the more easily as
its work was untouched by the efforts of scholars, who were devoting themselves primarily to the
preservation of their treasured inheritance . . .”172 Demotic Greek did not emerge in writing until
the appearance of “12th century texts [which] may be regarded for most purposes as the first
preserved material of any length in Modern Greek, a language which bears much the same
relationship to ancient and medieval Greek as does Italian to ancient and medieval Latin . . .”173
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Nonetheless, the language used by 10th century John Kaminiates suggests that education in the
Empire’s European themes was unengaged and perhaps uninterested in preserving the spoken
forms of educated koine or the written forms of Atticizing Greek so popular with the elite of
Constantinople.
The writings of many of many Constantinopolitan-educated scholars and elites in the 11th
and 12th centuries, especially evident in several off-handed comments, also support the theory of
the emergence of linguistic differences in European town centers. While themselves writing in
forms of “cultivated language as far removed as possible from spoken Greek,” a scarce few
passages from these works point to the existence of socially divisive developments within the
Greek language, largely unobserved by modern scholars, which can only be the emergence of the
earliest forms of demotic Greek at provincial levels of Roman society.174 Scholars writing in
Constantinople seem to have made the conscious effort not to even discuss events outside of the
capital city, so the rare mentions of provincial society by courtiers are valuable in gleaning a
direct capital-to-province perspective.
The writings of Princess Anna Comnena point towards the existence of these developing
trends within the Greek language of the European provinces. She notes bemusedly that in the
11th century, inhabitants of Thrace, in celebration of the emperor’s recent victories over rebels,
“had woven a little song to [Emperor Alexius] about these occurrences, composed in their own
popular dialect.”175 Though more amused than offended by these popular ballads about her
father’s achievements, Anna’s sense of cultural superiority was pronounced enough to transcribe
the song into an Atticizing register instead of in the original dialect. Though mild in referencing
the popular dialect in her narrative, Anna was not always so warm when discussing the perceived
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degeneration of Greek in provincial areas. Other comments from Anna suggest a fair amount of
suspicion towards imperial citizens who did not uphold Constantinople’s koine ideals.
Portions of Anna Comnena’s writings note an interesting development in the capital’s
perceptions of otherness in the provinces. Bulgaria and the Turks’ rise to power had evidently
had some influence on Roman provincial society in the creation of an apparently new class of
semi-barbarians who, besides knowing provincial forms of Greek, could also speak one or more
barbarian languages. These semi-barbarians were commonly residents of the frontiers between
neighboring powers and the Roman Empire and thus viewed with suspicion by imperial officials.
The distinction between Roman citizens and a class of provincial Romans raised in proximity to
barbarian tribes is noted by Anna when she describes that “Monastras, being a semi-barbarian,
knew the Turkish language, and Rhodomerus who had once been captured by the Turks and
dwelt some time among them, was likewise not ignorant of their language.”176 Note that
Monastras knows Turkish because he was a semi-barbarian—rather than being learned from
circumstance, knowledge of Turkish is endemic to his being a semi-barbarian. Contrast this to
Rhodomerus, who was apparently a capital or provincial Roman captured by Turks. Rather than
ontologically being a semi-barbarian, his knowledge of Turkish was a result of his Roman
identity being infused, perhaps ‘corrupted,’ with barbarian influence. So semi-barbarians were
clearly different from pure capital Romans and even provincial Romans. They were, in a sense, a
class apart, and symptomatic of the linguistic changes occurring in the provinces. Anna also
writes that “a semi-barbarian who knew the Scythian language understood what [a foreign
ambassador] had said to the Scythians and came and reported it all to the emperor.”177 Anna
recognizes that semi-barbarians were theoretically loyal to the Emperor and capable of speaking
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at least some form of Greek, but the linguistic grey zone that these poly-glossic mixed-barbarians
inhabited meant that these subjects were not true Romans because of their very non-Roman
aptitude for one or more barbarian languages. It is difficult to ascertain the exact impact of
Constantinople’s acknowledgement of these semi-barbarians—for this was hardly a new
development, as borderlands between cultures must necessarily result in certain diglossic
situations. Despite this difficulty, it is clear that Constantinopolitans became far more nervous to
travel outside of the capital for fear of themselves becoming semi-barbarians, as if the cultural
condition was actually a contagious disease. This theme will be explored later in the writings of
Theophylact of Ohrid and Michael Choniates in Athens.
The writings of Michael Psellus, a court scholar of the 11th century, also make several
references to forms of demotic Greek. One instance was the use of provincialized Greek in the
capital. At the deathbed of Emperor Isaac Comnenus in the mid-11th century, Psellus notes with
some embarrassment that the emperor reverted to the dialect of his native Philippopolis in
Thrace. As he died, Isaac “talked in a rather provincial dialect, cracking jokes, more than was his
wont . . .” which was apparently unseemly enough in the court for Psellus to note the incidence
with some discomfort.178 Anna Comnena and Michael Psellus were imperial scholars and
courtiers, familiar with high forms of literature and a well-educated form of koine Greek in
everyday capital life. Though it is not likely that they would experience the emerging demotic
form of Greek on a daily basis, their writings suggest that imperial provincials are speaking in a
different form from what imperial courtiers are accustomed to and, in many cases, they are either
uncomfortable with or disdainful towards these degenerate forms of the Greek language.
Several written accounts also survive of sheltered imperial officials, especially
ecclesiastics, traveling to posts throughout the Empire and discussing the spoken Greek present
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there. Though their primary responsibilities were the tending of their own flocks, the daily
experiences of these clerics throughout the Empire brought them into contact with unfamiliar
forms of provincialized Greek. Michael Choniates, Archbishop of Athens in the 12th century,
was one of the most important of these clerical commentators. Choniates was a well-respected
Phrygian cleric, educated in Constantinople, who, either as acknowledgement of his abilities or
as a form of punishment, was ordered to take up the role as the Archbishop of Athens in the
theme of Hellas. Athens in this period was, undoubtedly, a complete backwater. Its role as a
cultural and educational center in the Empire had ended after the final closing of its academy in
the 6th century, and the city was often at the mercy of pirates and rogues in the Middle Byzantine
period. Unsurprisingly, the cosmopolitan Choniates did not have a positive experience during his
thirty years in Athens.179 Choniates’ letters to his superiors mention the degeneracy of the
imperial province which he found himself in. The Athenians, besides being “disjoint from
industriousness” and “forcing thoughts of lesser things,” also had the acute desire to “turn away
from one who has excellent things to say.”180 Choniates was well aware that the Athenians of his
own time could not compare to the philosophers of old, but he was even more disappointed by
incidents highlighting differences in language between Constantinople’s elite and the Empire’s
provincial citizens.
Choniates was clearly annoyed by a situation in which his own inaugural speech, though
he believed it to be “a specimen of simplicity of style,” was not understood by his new
congregation.181 Latching onto this grievance, Choniates continued that when an “eloquent
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people fall into failure due to lack of care” and “the forms of normal speech are so corrupted that
the simple is carelessly thrown out and expressed meanly and, further, chosen words are
expressed as forced and labyrinthine in darkness,” then one should respond with “love and
leniency.”182 Like Theophylact of Ohrid, a similarly well-educated bishop in a similarly
despondent post in Bulgaria, Choniates was “by any account a prelate who looked after his
flock.”183 Though fatherly in care, Choniates was acutely disappointed in the difficulty of
expressing himself to the Athenians. These provincials, lacking the educated form of koine
needed to understand Choniates—and likely the desire, as well—can only stare at Choniates as
“sleepers and blunt listeners . . . just as, in the old saying, the ass turns from the lyre.”184
Due to deviation from an ideal form of spoken Greek, the Romanness of the Athenians,
like many provincials, was highly suspect. Michael’s considerable patience was counteracted by
the “[fear that] he himself would grow uncultivated and barbarous; he deplored the corruption of
the Greek language, which had become a sort of barbarian dialect and which he was able to
understand only after a residence of three years in Athens.”185 Expressing similar fears of
barbarization, Theophylact in Bulgaria complains that “I descend among the Bulgarians, I who
am a true Constantinopolitan, and strangely enough a Bulgarian, exuding like them the smell of
sheepskin.”186 Reading the comments of contemporary Constantinopolitans Michael Choniates
and Theophylact shows that fears of barbarization were present among downcast
Constantinopolitans residing in Hellas and Bulgaria. By the 12th century “it was in no barbarous
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land but in Hellas that you became a barbarian both in speech and manners.”187 Greece, a
possession of the Roman Empire since the second century BCE and inventor of the word
‘barbarian’, was a place where true Romans feared to become barbarians. Perhaps more than any
other province, Hellas demonstrates the linguistic changes occurring in the Empire’s European
provinces and the capital’s distaste and discomfort concerning these developments.
Despite the fact that educated Constantinopolitans certainly notice a difference in
language between provincials and themselves, it is likely impossible to determine the
grammatical extent of this linguistic divide during the Macedonian period. The spoken language
of the provinces was simply not written down until the mid-12th century and even then only
sporadically. During the Macedonian period, one can only depend “upon the prohibitions of
grammarians and their distinctions between classical and vulgar words and expressions, and
upon the slips and errors of writers who were all the time aiming at writing anything but the
popular Greek whose course we are trying to trace.”188 The only way for historians and
philologists to determine that a spoken divide even existed prior to the 12th century is through the
only sources available—the writings of elite Constantinopolitans, composed in Atticizing koine,
complaining about linguistic differences either while writing in the capital or during exceedingly
unpleasant sojourns outside of Constantinople. For the purposes of this argument, though, the
actual extent of the linguistic divide between capital and province is immaterial.
The extent of this divide is insignificant because what elites understood as proper Greek
was so significant to the Roman identity that even the most innocuous of deviations from an
ideal language was disparaged mercilessly. Sources prove that Constantinopolitans were highly
attuned to aberrations from ideal Greek, such as when Anna Comnena comments upon the poor
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Greek of a Sicilian scholar. Though apparently fluent in some form of the language, whatever
Italus spoke “was not adaptable nor at all polished . . . he literally exhaled harshness . . . His
pronunciation was such as you would expect of a Latin who had come to our country as a young
man and learnt Greek thoroughly but was not quite clear in his articulation, for he mutilated his
syllables here and there . . . This want of clearness in his utterance and his dropping the last
letters did not escape even ordinary people and made rhetoricians call him ‘rustic’ in his
speech.”189 Several points can be drawn from Anna Comnena’s observations. The first is that
though Italus is not Roman, the fact that he even attempts to speak an imperfect Greek is an
affront to the Roman elites. This observation can then be extended to the Roman citizens living
in the Empire’s outlying themes. Their spoken Greek had deviated from a once-standardized
form of koine Greek and was thus imperfect and non-Roman.190 Any linguistic divide between
capital and province would certainly not have gone unnoticed by imperial officials traveling
outside of Constantinople. Second, Anna makes the interesting note that Italus is rustic because
of his imperfect Greek. Specifically, it is because he “mutilated his syllables here and there” and
“dropp[ed] the last letters.” Even the commoners in Constantinople picked up on deviations from
the Greek ideal according to Anna, and the unfortunate intellectual (Anna notes that Italus was a
philosopher) was ridiculed and mocked in the imperial capital.
No language can remain standardized indefinitely. Though a relatively uniform common
Greek had been the lingua franca of the eastern Mediterranean since the Hellenistic age, this
language was unable to remain standardized as linguistic change worked in the Roman Empire’s
eastern provinces. Changes in the spoken language of the capital and provinces remained
virtually undocumented in primary sources until the 12th century, but primary sources from the
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9th through 11th centuries demonstrate at least tangentially that a perceptible linguistic divide
existed at least the middle of the Macedonian period which were certainly noticed by
Constantinopolitans, who came to see these provinces as perhaps being equal in barbarity to
areas such as Bulgaria. Though it is impossible to determine the extent to which this linguistic
divide catalyzed distaste on the part of provincials towards Constantinople, it is possible to see
that this growing linguistic gulf was simply part of quickening processes of regionalization and
rejection of the traditional Roman identity on the part of the Empire’s European themes.

2. From the Outside In: Provincial Rejection of the Roman Identity
While elites in Constantinople came to see provincial citizens in Macedonia, Thrace,
Hellas, and the Balkans as being less Roman due to deviations from a historically standardized
form of koine Greek, these imperial subjects themselves began to reject aspects of inclusion in
the Roman identity. Though still fully politically loyal to the imperial government in
Constantinople, a necessary component of Roman identity, the inhabitants of these areas were
less willing to acknowledge themselves as sharing in this identity, instead replacing it with more
regionalized senses of self-identification.
The creation of the theme system under Emperor Heraclius in the 7th century stands as
one of the significant causes of this growth in regional identity. With the decentralization of
military and administrative power to the Empire’s fluctuating themes due to threats of Persian
and Muslim invasions, the dispersed nature of power began to contrast with a later resurgence in
Constantinople’s hope for total centralization during the 8th and 9th centuries. Adding to this
situation the commercial and demographic renewals in the Empire’s secondary cities in the 10th
century, it was only a matter of time before these areas of the Empire began to see themselves as
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independent centers in their own rights. Though Constantinople housed the emperor and his
court, inhabitants of secondary areas such as Thessalonike and Athens often “did not even know
who the ruling emperor was,” which also brings into question the economic relationship between
Constantinople and its European provinces.191 If new emperors minted coins with their embossed
portraits and names on them in the ancient tradition, then how did provincials not know the
identity of the ruling emperor? With this in mind, it is possible that a flow of currency out of the
capital had been weakened or disrupted.
Thessalonike, the second largest city in the Empire in the 10th century, was unsurprisingly
the place where a sense of regional identity gained the greatest strength. The writings of John
Kaminiates prove the extent of this regional identity in Thessalonike. Kaminiates’ account of the
904 Muslim sack of his city is introduced by a description of the city which highlights the man’s
pride in both Thessalonike and perhaps also greater Macedonia. Writing to his superior,
Kaminiates explains, “So now I will share with you knowledge of this great city of Macedonia,
which is famous for all those things which make a city famous and which—so I do not give you
an isolated story—cannot even be compared to neighboring cities.”192 In a colorful literary
account of the city, called an ekphrasis, Kaminiates continues that “she has thickly wooded
forests, diverse and beautiful gardens, and water flowing from springs and rivers sent from the
woods of the mountain . . . rows of vineyards crown the fields and delight the beauty-seeking
eyes with their full fruits.”193 Additionally, Thessalonike had apparently embraced its
neighboring Slavs. Kaminiates notes that “since the tribes of the Scythians were won by Holy
Baptism and both peoples, so to speak, were nourished by the same ‘milk’ of belief, then war
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came almost entirely to a halt.”194 Through these portions of Kaminiates’ account, the reader can
see that Thessalonike in Macedonia had nurtured its own sense of regional identity. This identity
was built around pride in the city of Thessalonike, second to none in the Empire’s European
themes, as well as a growing closeness with the Christianized Bulgarians, whose presence
constituted “such a colorful crowd of natives and foreigners in the streets of the city that it would
be easier to count grains of sand in the sea than the number of those who came to trade in the
marketplace.”195 Unlike Constantinople’s suspicion of Bulgarians in the capital, the people of
Thessalonike seemed to be more welcoming of these peoples who were “of no small amount of
use” in trade relations and even military aid.196
In contrast to this strong amount of regional Macedonian, perhaps even Slavic, pride,
there appears to be no sense of Roman identity in Thessalonike. In his account of the Muslim
sack of the city, Kaminiates makes only the most scattered of references to any association with
the Roman Empire. These rare comments mention the Emperor of the Romans, hope for rescue
by the Roman fleets, or the hope that the Romans would exchange Muslim prisoners for the
captured Thessalonians.197 Kaminiates’ long account of the sacking of Thessalonike only uses
the word ‘Roman’ as both adjective and noun a total of six times. When the city’s inhabitants
gain word of the approaching Muslim fleet, they request aid from Constantinople. The capital,
instead of providing military aid, sends a single general who, after an argument with the city’s
commander, is recalled to Constantinople. The next strategist sent to the city, Niketas, is not
much more successful in the defense of the city.198 The capital’s aid to Thessalonike was,
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according to the account, next to none. Contrast this to neighboring Bulgarian tribes who send
bands of archers to aid in the defense of the city.199
Kaminiates’ account of the sacking of Thessalonike in 904 illuminates the relationships
between the author’s home city, Constantinople, and the Slavic tribes in Macedonia.
Descriptions of Thessalonike and especially the noted hesitance to even use the word ‘Roman’
suggests that Thessalonike in the 10th century did not see itself as possessing any sense of Roman
identity. Rather, this provincial author, who was unable to gain education in the capital, seemed
more open to the idea of either a Thessalonian or perhaps Macedonian identity. This is evident in
the city’s proclivity for trade and friendly relations with neighboring Slavic tribes and a great
amount of foreigners in the city. Likely a sign of growth in trade relations with areas outside the
bounds of the Empire, Thessalonike was a place where many foreigners came together.
Conversely, administrative and economic ties with the capital might have been under question
due to the weak reaction of Constantinople in sending assistance to the beleaguered city as well
as, perhaps, a lack of imperially-minted coins in this theme.
The development of a regional identity in Macedonia was also matched by other regions
of the Empire. Though Anatolia has been excluded from study here, it is worth mentioning that a
sense of disassociation from the Roman identity promulgated by the capital existed there as well.
The most significant Byzantine epic poem—Digenes Akritas, or the ‘Twyborn Borderer’—
highlights a comparable, if not more anarchic, regional identification. In the far reaches of
eastern Anatolia, the eponymous protagonist professes loyalty to the Roman Emperor and is a
devout Christian. At the same time, however, Digenes fights both caliphate and, even more
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often, Roman soldiers to defend his own independence.200 In addition to this awkward shade of
loyalty to the emperor, Digenes is the son of an Islamic emir and an East Roman princess, while
he himself comes to marry a Muslim woman. Though this epic takes place on the other side of
the Empire, it highlights similar themes in growing regional identity. Rather than strictly taking
part in the ideal Roman identity, the outer provinces began to grow their own forms of selfidentification.
Between the regional developments of a new phase of the Greek language, demotic, and
the gradual shedding of Roman identification among citizens in the Empire’s European
provinces (and perhaps also the fringes of its Asian ones), serious cultural and linguistic divides
opened up between Constantinople and its provinces in Europe. Koine Greek’s role as the
unifying language of the eastern Mediterranean ironically shifted to become a sign of divide due
to the linguistic idealism of elites in Constantinople. Rather than remaining a unifying language,
koine Greek showed how drastically the sentiments of Romanness in the capital differed from
actual linguistic trends elsewhere in the Empire. Additionally, the growth of demotic Greek, or
the regional dialects evident during the Macedonian period, was inextricably tied to trends of
increasing regionalization. Just as European imperial cities such as Thessalonike and Athens
were unable to maintain the ideal language of the capital, they also nurtured more powerful
senses of self instead of a necessarily Roman identification and which remained completely
unacknowledged by Constantinople. With these developments in mind, we are in a position to
assess the immediate and lasting consequences of this shift, in addition to the inability of
religious markers to maintain Constantinople’s concept of ideal provinces.
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The undeniable successes of the Macedonian dynasty—which would stand as the most
vibrant and long-lasting dynasty of the Eastern Roman Empire until the Palaeologans—were
nonetheless doomed to failure. Though the legendary reign of Basil II re-introduced the Empire’s
authority to eastern Anatolia and the entirety of Bulgaria and the Balkans, the inability of the
Macedonians to address the development of severe ethnic and religious dilemmas “gave free
play to all the forces making for disintegration” and later plagued the Comnenian, Angeloi, and
Palaeologan dynasties.202 In what follows, we examine several examples that demonstrate the
weakening of imperial Christianity and koine Greek as markers of Roman identity in the
provinces, weakenings which soon caused real problems in the maintenance of authority in the
11th through 13th centuries. We are then in a position to use these examples to make several
inferences about the nature of empire and finally suggest what these findings mean about the
greater context of the ever-evolving Roman identity.
The death of Basil II in 1025 marked the beginning of the decline of the Macedonian
rulers. Though the dynasty would endure for another three decades, the Empire’s expansion
under Basil was the last time that any emperor could lay claim to such wide swathes of territory
in either Anatolia or Europe. The days of a powerful continent-straddling Roman Empire were
already numbered. The first of the great catastrophes to cripple Byzantium was the aftermath of
the Battle of Manzikert in 1071. This battle in eastern Anatolia pitted the Roman Empire under
Emperor Romanus IV against the Seljuk Turks led by Alp Arslan. In the midst of this battle, in
which the Romans held a large numerical advantage, a rival family betrayed the emperor by
withholding vital reinforcements. The Romans were consequently routed, though the battle
resulted in surprisingly few imperial casualties—the greatest material loss was the emperor’s
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baggage train. More importantly, Romanus IV was captured by the Seljuks, and the rival Doukas
family escaped to seize power in Constantinople.
Though the loss at Manzikert itself was not severe, the entire internal defense of the
Empire crumbled because the themata provincial militia had “died out under the Macedonians
and the growth of the independently minded military aristocracy.”203 This landed military
aristocracy was one result of the regionalization which developed during the Macedonian period.
Constantinople’s administration became generally “apathetic in regard to regulating provincial
society,” concerning itself only with buffering the heartlands and collecting revenue. Without
any centralized planning, wealthy landlords were allowed to swallow huge amounts of land,
which crippled the landed militia system.204 Due to the fact that “the Romans of Constantinople
viewed themselves as perhaps more Roman in the individual ethnic sense” than their provincial
compatriots, among whom “this [identity] had ceased to resonate,” the only force binding much
of Anatolia and Europe to the Empire was the marker of political loyalty.205 Though loyal to
Constantinople when a strong figure was on the throne, Romanus’ capture and clever release by
the Seljuks—for what better way to further obfuscate the Empire’s rule?—shattered any illusion
of loyalty to a centralized government in Constantinople. Regional aristocrats such as the Doukas
family, Nicephorus Bryennios, Nicephorus Botaneiates, and Nicephorus Melissenus turned the
Empire into a brutal “clash between the rival forces of the civil nobility of the capital and the
military aristocracy of the provinces” who found that they had little in common apart from the
desire to snatch power from the temporary collapse of imperial authority.206 At the same time,
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Franco-Norman adventurers such as Roussel de Bailleul were able to carve out independent
territories in the far reaches of Anatolia and the Balkans.207 The lack of consolidated government
as well as the nonexistence of internal defense provided an opening for the Seljuks to stream into
Anatolia, equally content with settling as with plundering. The severity of fragmentation
generally increased with distance from Constantinople—the Empire’s heartlands in western
Anatolia such as Bithynia had maintained strong linguistic, religious, and economic ties with the
capital and thus retained a stronger Roman identity and bond with Constantinople’s fading
specter of imperial administration.208
The events of 1071 merely exacerbated underlying tensions which had been in place
since the dawn of the Macedonian dynasty. Nor was the aftermath of Manzikert the only instance
in which a military setback intensified drastically due to ethnic issues in the Empire. Other
examples include the incursion of Normans from Sicily during the last decades of the 11th
century and the entirety of the 12th century. These invaders, most famously led by Robert and
Bohemund Guiscard, were able to capitalize on the fact that “the empire was seriously out of
balance in many respects” during their conquests from Bari in Italy to the gates of Larissa in
Thessaly.209 Citizens on the coast of the Adriatic were apparently open to new leadership, as they
actively conspired with the Norman invaders to oust Roman authority.210 It seemed as though
Robert Guiscard had no trouble attracting “chieftains and counts who were flocking to [his]
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standard.”211 The trend of territories “disenchanted with imperial rule” acquiescing to new
leadership was made especially evident in the 13th century.212
The Fourth Crusade in 1204 proved to be the culmination of every problem—internal and
external—facing Constantinople at the end of the 12th century, including the ethnic problems
unveiled by the total disruption following Manzikert. The gulf between Constantinople and its
provinces became fully realized which showed that in the capital, “the Byzantine Romans were
mostly stuck within an outdated world view that made it extremely difficult to address the
problems confronting them.”213 Though capital elites clung to identification as Roman and had
delicately maintained this identity within the areas immediate to Constantinople, the desire to
even be recognized as political Romans had waned critically in the provinces. These areas were
“overtaxed and under-benefited by imperial rule” and “were seeking separatist solutions.”214
Illusions and ideals of Roman superiority had collided with evolving world perceptions in the
provinces—Italian economic superiority, the pull of the Latin See, and the total breakdown of a
“comfortable contrast between superior Romans and benighted barbarians.”215 When catastrophe
finally struck and Constantinople was captured by the soldiers of the Fourth Crusade in 1204—
itself the result of internal rivalry over the imperial title—the aftermath showed that provinces
were willing to accept new, non-Roman systems of governance.
Survivors of the brutal sacking of Constantinople such as Niketas Choniates, the
unfortunate brother of Michael Choniates, demonstrate the divide between provincial and
Constantinopolitan views at this critical point in imperial history. Fleeing to the Empire’s safe
territories in Anatolia, Choniates was astounded at the lack of sympathy that he and his
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compatriots received from the Empire’s remaining provincials. Choniates bemoans “the
indifference of the Romans in the east for their suffering compatriots, and their total neglect and
obliviousness” as he seeks a place to hide from marauding crusaders.216 Political and ethnic
identification with the Roman Empire had sunk to such a low point that the European citizens of
the Empire accepted the Latin Emperors without much qualm. The partition the Empire’s
territory in Europe—with the notable exception of one of several governments-in-exile formed
by the Despotate of Epirus—was accomplished easily as the citizens of the Empire were already
fairly used to systems of feudalization.217 Apparently, replacing Greek-speaking magnates with
French-speaking ones was generally not a problem as “for the most part [European Roman
territories] readily surrendered” to the Occidental knights seeking to carve their own fiefdoms
from the Empire’s provinces.218 The new Principality of Achaea, for example, was “a part of
France transplanted to Greek soil.”219 While subjects still loyal to the imperial ideal created
breakaway states in Epirus, Trebizond, and Nicaea (the latter of which managed to restore the
semblance of a Constantinople-based Empire in 1261), many citizens were fairly content with
the rule of French nobles.
The fall of Constantinople and its replacement with the Empires of Trebizond and Nicaea
and the Despotate of Epirus shattered the illusion of the Roman identity in the provinces. At least
in the minds of Constantinopolitans, though, their Roman identity remained unchanged and
uncorrupted until May of 1453. Their empire had lasted for 1,123 years if reckoning the
foundation of Constantinople, the Empire’s heart and soul, as its beginning date. Examinations of
the Roman identity during the Macedonian period and its increasing inability to maintain ties
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between Constantinople and its provinces in Europe lead to interesting conclusions about the
nature of empire and how empires function. First it must be asked whether the Eastern Roman
Empire can be understood within a classical definition of empire. If defined as “the ability to
bring disparate and ‘foreign’ elements under central control, as well as the capacity to exploit
population and territory by exacting some form of tribute,” then it is clear that Byzantium was
indeed an empire.220 While it boasted strong and suffered weak periods, the Eastern Roman
Empire was able, for significant periods of times, to hold together huge portions of territory and
to unite them under the central authority of the Roman emperor. Among the Empire’s greatest
strengths was the “adaptability of elites and governing structures” as well as consistently
maintaining the complex—many would say brutally efficient—fiscal infrastructure needed to
collect taxes from distant provinces.221
This thesis has demonstrated, though, the Eastern Roman Empire possessed critical
weaknesses, namely the inability of a ‘core’ imperial citizen identity to maintain bonds of unity
between the capital city and its provinces. While this core identity, constructed largely on
religious and linguistic lines, began to retract into the capital city between the 9th and 11th
centuries, new provincial identities emerged to replace it. By the 12th and 13th centuries,
provincial identities, which resented the Empire’s strict fiscal administration and general lack of
military or civic oversight, and core Roman identities, which were so derisive of the non-koine,
potentially heretical provincials, were united only in political loyalty to the office of the emperor.
This political loyalty, the most important aspect of the Roman identity in Byzantium, proceeded
to weaken and collapse following the events of Manzikert and the Fourth Crusade.
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Without getting into the substantial literature on empires, the first tentative suggestion is
that for an empire to function efficiently for any significant period of time, it is necessary to have
a core identity which is consistently represented in the provinces. Though military strength can
hold together ethnically heterogeneous territories for a time, the best bonds for imperial holdings
can only come from real cultural and linguistic similarities. Multinational empires cannot contain
only a single, or perhaps even a dominant, cultural or linguistic norm, of course. Instead, an
empire must present a class of citizens who visibly uphold the ideals of the capital city and the
‘ruling’ ethnicity. Without a significant class of core citizens in provinces, it is easy for regional
identities to grow dissatisfied with centralized rule, especially in times of stress. Additionally, the
maintenance of a core citizen class helps to assure capital elites that the provinces are as
culturally and ethnically ‘worthy’, or at least comparably so, as the capital city. Thus, this core
citizen identity helps to tie provinces to capital and capital to provinces.
A second conclusion which can be reached is that group identity is far stronger when it
can easily be contrasted to an ‘other.’ When the Bulgarians were still pagan nomads and the
Franks illiterate barbarians, it was easy to maintain a monolithic Roman identity. It was simple to
contrast those who spoke Greek and practiced Christianity with those who did not. It was clear to
capital elites and provincials alike who the more civilized ones were—all those who lived within
the imperial borders. The ‘us’ and the ‘them’ were thus easy to ascertain in terms of language,
religion, culture, and geography. With the advent of an imperial Bulgaria modeled on Byzantium
and wealthy, educated Italian merchants, though, a sharp distinction of identification as ‘Roman’
was far more difficult to perceive. Thessalonike grew into a Greek-Slavic bilingual city, Preslav
in Bulgaria modeled its palaces on Constantinopolitan models while its emperors used Roman
coins and seals, and the Papacy maintained complete orthodoxy during Constantinople’s long
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period of iconoclastic heterodoxy. By the 9th century, then, the easy distinction between a
civilized ‘us’ and barbaric ‘them’, one of the greatest strengths of the united Roman Empire, had
begun to fail.
Understanding the failure of the Roman identity to maintain ties of unity between
Constantinople and its provinces reveals several truths, as well as ironies, about the context of
the ever-evolving Roman identity in European history. This identity was, above all, largely an
idealistic construction tying the citizens of the Empire to a mythical past and could, at times, be
manipulated as such. In the wake of 1204, for example, the three successor states of the Empire
pitted their own Romanness against the others—each attempting to reclaim the ByzantineRoman identity. Court scholar George Akropolites in Nicaea, for example, “manipulates the key
terminology of Roman-ness to endorse the imperial claims of Nikaia and to downplay the less
than glorious aspects of the contemporary Roman situation.”222 Koine Greek and imperial
Christianity aside, how could any subject claim to be politically loyal to the ideal of the Roman
Empire when three successor states (not including the crusaders occupying Constantinople)
simultaneously claimed to embody its continuance? Could the Latin Emperor in Constantinople
legitimately claim to be the Roman Emperor? Along with the religious and linguistic problems
which had distanced capital and province, the Fourth Crusade shattered loyalty to any sort of
identity tied into the greater Empire—at least outside of the individual identities of Nicaea,
Trebizond, and Epirus. After the Fourth Crusade, the question: ‘who is a true Roman?’ now truly
had no answer.
This same question was not limited only to the Eastern Roman Empire. A ‘Roman
identity’ had existed for as long as there had been a ‘Rome’ to live in; humans, after all, had
inhabited the area of modern Rome for thousands of years prior to any kingdom, republic, or
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empire. Recalling the irony presented in the discussion of the Greek language, namely, that the
very Greek language which Constantinopolitans saw as the key to Roman identity was a barrier
to the same identity in the eyes of the pope, who rightly wondered how their rivals could be
Romans without knowing Latin, we can detect tensions between east and west over the ‘true’
Roman identity. In the minds of westerners, at least, the papacy (and especially the ecclesiastical
elite of Rome created by the expansion of papal authority claims) were the real Romans. Even
the Patriarch of Constantinople, Nicholas Mysticus, did not hesitate to address the Pope as the
“Most holy Archpriest of the Romans.”223 Westerners in general increasingly referred to eastern
imperials as ‘Greeks’. The chronicles of the Fourth Crusade, especially that of Geoffrey de
Villehardouin, never refer to their enemies as Romans. Instead, Geoffrey reports that provisions
were made to “place the whole empire of Roumania in obedience to Rome, from which it had
long been separated.”224 In the eyes of 13th century Franks, then, Rome and the papacy had
legitimate claim to the territory of the Byzantine Empire because they, not the Byzantines, were
the true Romans. The Byzantines, according to the crusading Franks, were not Romans. Rather,
they were duplicitous Greeks who, though ruled by their own emperors, were illegally occupying
and withholding the lands of the legitimate Romans, the papacy.225
What, then, of those people who claimed to be legitimate Romans after the decline of the
Eastern Roman Empire? Perhaps most surprising was the Seljuk creation called the Sultanate of
Rum. Though the Muslim Turks had been placed at the bottom of the Empire’s ‘totem pole’ of
respect granted to foreigners—after all, they were both infidels and nomads—the Seljuks could
field a fair bit of legitimacy to promote their claim at Romanness. Their state, except for the
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remaining Eastern Roman coastlines, encompassed all of the territories which had been
considered the heartlands of the Roman Empire. Besides controlling a significant Greekspeaking rural population, the Sultanate of Rum could also boast of a large number of Greekspeaking aristocrats. Though the Seljuk ‘Romans’ spoke a different language and worshipped
differently than the Eastern Empire, their claim at Romanness cannot be brushed off. The united
Roman Empire had, after all, originally been Latin-speaking and polytheistic. If the Greekspeaking Christian Eastern Empire had an entitlement at Romanness, then so did the Seljuks and
their Ottoman successors.
Muscovite Russia, as well, had more than enough of a claim at Romanness for it to be
legitimate. Even before the Fall of Constantinople in 1453, Russian ecclesiastics saw the torch of
Roman civilization as having been passed on. Emperor John VIII had renounced orthodoxy at
the Council of Florence in 1439 in a sad attempt to garner military support for Constantinople
from Catholic Europe. Though the attempt was futile and the Byzantine clerical delegates
disgustedly refused to accept John’s attempt at reunification with the papacy, Orthodox Russia
saw the Empire as having sold out the true faith, and hence, its only real purpose for existing.226
The purpose of the Empire, at least in Russian thought, was to protect Orthodox Christianity. By
selling out the ‘Right-Belief’ for mere military support, the Byzantines had given up their claim
to the Roman identity and any authority within the Orthodox world. Philotheus of Pskov
declared in 1510 that “Two Romes have fallen, but the third stands and a fourth there will not
be.”227 The concept of Moscow as the Third Rome was primarily a spiritual one, having been in
place since the Council of Florence, but political ties between Muscovite Russia and Byzantium
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existed nonetheless.228 Even if they were not the literal descendants of the Roman Empire, the
Muscovite Russians vigorously upheld the claim to be the spiritual successors to the Orthodox
Roman Empire, and indeed, avoiding tracing their political self-identity to the Roman emperors.
Though various states were eager to share in identification with the Roman identity, the
markers of Romanness that were so important to the Eastern Roman Empire were ironically
almost completely immaterial in these claims. The complete collapse of the Empire meant, of
course, that any political loyalty owed to the Roman Emperor was now claimed by the Ottoman
Sultan. At best, political authority to the Sultan could be concentrated among the Greek-speaking
population of the Ottoman Empire through the surviving position of the Patriarch of
Constantinople who, under the Ottoman millet system of governing conquered nations, wielded
much political and religious authority over the Greek-speaking former Romans. Generally,
though, the importance of political loyalty to a Roman government Constantinople had died with
the Empire and the last of its holdings by the 1460s. Additionally, the absolute importance of a
pure form of imperial Christianity to a ‘Roman’ identity did not even survive in Russia. Instead,
Russia’s joint programs of rapid expansion and missionizing meant that adherence to Eastern
Chalcedonian Christianity in the far reaches of the Tsardom were often nominal at best. Russia’s
limited ecclesiastical resources could simply not keep track of heterodoxical movements and the
survival of indigenous paganism among Russian subjects. Russia’s tolerance of pagan influence
and nominal Christianity clearly contrasted heavily to Constantinople’s requirement of an
idealized form of Christianity in order for subjects to share in the Roman identity.
Even the koine Greek language itself, which had been such a significant component of
Constantinople’s ideal identity, has not managed to remain intact. The spread of demotic Greek
at the spoken level likely caught up to Constantinople by the Empire’s collapse, though the
228
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higher registers of writing had never ceased to be used at the courts. By the time that Greece
emerged as an independent state in the early 19th century, though, huge divides occurred over the
trajectory of the Greek language and which idealized past was to be emulated. Some early Greek
nationalists, hearkening to the Byzantine identity as the best model for Modern Greece, sought to
restore the educated koine register at the written and spoken levels. This invented, formal
language was termed katharevousa, or the ‘pure language.’ Others argued that the more
vernacular, demotic forms of spoken Greek already prevalent in Greece and its surroundings
were perfectly acceptable for use in the new state. This linguistic divide—itself, of course, a
continuance of the koine-demotic divide—remained in place until it was solved in 1976 in favor
of the demotic Greek language. Thus, the linguistic gulf between demotic and koine which has
existed since at least the early 9th century has finally been resolved and the attempts to maintain
an elite formal register based on koine Greek largely foiled.
The recent defeat of koine Greek in the form of katharevousa to demotic Modern Greek
marks the collapse of the last marker of Romanness which had existed in the Eastern Roman
Empire and, for centuries, maintained ties of unity between Constantinople and its far-flung
provinces. Despite this recent setback, though, koine Greek is not dead. Rather, and perhaps
fittingly, katherevousa-koine Greek remains the preferred language of correspondence for the
modern Patriarchs of Constantinople, Jerusalem, and Alexandria as well as the Churches of
Greece and Cyprus. Though the Empire has long since fallen and political loyalty to any Roman
Emperor rendered obsolete, the vital ethnic markers of the Roman identity during the
Macedonian period—adherence to imperial Eastern Chalcedonian Christianity as well as fluency
in forms of koine Greek—still survive in altered forms and are maintained by arguably the only
true successors of the legacy of the Byzantine Empire—the Greek Orthodox Church.
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Appendix A: Maps229
Eastern Roman Empire at the beginning of the Macedonian dynasty, c. 867.

Empire at the height of the Macedonian dynasty with the death of Basil II in 1025. Here, the
Empire had expanded on all fronts and was among the strongest states in Europe.

229

Maps accessed on Wikimedia server.
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Appendix B: Rulers of the Macedonian Dynasty230
867 – 886

Basil I ‘the Macedonian’

886 – 912

Leo VI ‘the Wise’

912 – 913

Alexander III

913 – 959

Constantine VII ‘Porphyrogenitus’

913 – 944

Co-regents vying for power over young Constantine VII. Patriarch
Nicholas Mysticus, Zoe Karbanospina, and finally Admiral Romanus
Lecapenus (r. 923 – 944)

230

959 – 963

Romanus II

963 – 969

Nicephorus II Phocas

969 – 976

John I Tzimisces

976 – 1025

Basil II ‘the Bulgar-Slayer’

1025 – 1028

Constantine VIII

1028 – 1034

Romanus III Argyrus

1034 – 1041

Michael IV

1041 – 1042

Michael V

1042

Zoe and Theodora

1042 – 1055

Constantine IX Monomachus

1055 – 1056

Theodora (again)

Ostrogorsky 1969, p. 580.
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